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FOREWORD 
this final report is submitted for the Composite Material Application for Liquid 
Rocket Engines Program per the requirements of Contract NAS8-34509. This program 
vas pr~formed by the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International for the NASA-
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) under Contract NAS8-34509. 
The objective of this study vas to determine the extent to which composites could 
be used be-nefic1ally in liquid rocket engines to identify additional technology 
requirements and to determine those areas vhich have the greatest potential for 
return. 
the NASA/MSFC Project Manager vas Dennis i.. Gosdin. The Rocketdyne Program Man-
ager was F. M. Kirby, and the Project Engineer was A. W. Huebner. 
Principal Rocketdyne personnel contributing to the technical effort of the pro-
gram vere: H. W. Bennett, Advanced Design; J. Lin, Materials & Producibility, 
Advanced Technology; and T. C. Fan, Advanced & Propulsion Programs Stress. With-
out these key personnel, the technical effort of the prograa vould have been 
severely curtailed. 
The performance period of the program vas December 1981 to August 1982. 
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INT1WDUCTIOH 
With increasing emphasis on improving engine thrust-to-weight ratios to provide 
improved payload capabilities, weight reductions achievable by the use oi coapo-
sites have become attractive. However, rocket engine systems impose unique 
requirements on materials, and these requirements IlUst be considered in the appli-
cation of composites to these systems. To assess the potential for the applica-
tion of composites to future rocket-engines~ a 9-month techical study ~~~ract 
was awarded to Iocketdyne by HASAlHSFC, and is the initial stage of a long-range -j -
program intended to advance the st""ate of the art and provide impetus for the use j 
of composites in future liquid rocket engines. Of primary Significance in this 
program waa the weight reduction offe~ed by composites. although high-tesperature 
prOperties -and cost reduction were also considered. 
Rocketdyne has assessed the potential for application of composites to ca.ponents 
of future earth-to-orbit hydrocarbon engines and orbit-to-orbit LOX/H2 engines. 
The cOliponents most likely to benefit frota the application of composites were 
id~~ified._as_ were the critical technology areas where futu~e deve~opment would 
be required. Finally, reca..endationa are made and program outlined for the 
design, fabrication. and de.oustration of specific engine components. 
1/2 
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\ 
The objective of this Composite Mate_rial Application to Liquid 1loc:ket Engines 
progrcw study was to deteraine the extent to which ca.posites could be used bene-
ficially in liquid rocket engines. to identify additional technology require.ents. 
then to evaluate those areas which have the greatest potential for return within 
the technology reaiiness date of 1987 for orbit-to-orbit engines and 1991 for 
earth-to-orbit engines. 
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A study program has been completed on application of composites to liquid rocket 
engines, «fth recommendatIons for follow-on effort in design, process devel~nt. 
fabrication, and test evaluation of low-pressure ducting, main fuel valve struc-
tures, and nozzle skirts. The pr~gram schedule and its constituent tasks are 
summarized in Fig. 1. 
The technical study effort, the initial stage of a long-range program intended 
to advance the state of the art and prOvide impetus for the use of composites in 
future liquid rocket engines. began with the selection and ~efin1tion of the base-
line engine configurations. Two baseline engines served as the basis for this 
technical study. These engines represent two basic classes of future advanced 
engines: (1) a reusable orbit-to-orblt engine using WX/hydrogen propellants in 
the 15,OOO-pound-thrust size. and (2) a reusable earth-to-orbit engine using LOX/ 
methane propellants in the 670,OOO-pound-thrust size. For th£ purpose of tbis 
study, the projected technology readiness date for the orbit-to-orbit engine vas 
1987 and, for the earth-to-orbit engine, 1991. 
Upon completion of the component assesa.ent task, a table vas generated su.aariz-
ing the component envirODllent. design considerations, present uterial. and limi-
tations for both engines. A table of co.posite aaterials substitution vas pre-
pared for the earth-to-orbit and orbit-to-orbit engines. The total potential 
weight saving vas estiaated to be 91.69 pounds or a 20% weight savings over the 
original design fer the orbit-to-orbit engine, and 1067.6 pounds or a 13% weight 
savings over the original eartb-to-orbit design. In the earth-to-orbit engine, 
five components vere selected for detailed materials substitutioa conceptual 
design. These included the actuator struts, the cryogenic ductinS. the fuel and 
-oxidizer pump, aDd the jacket and circuaferential DOzzle stiffeners. 
It vas necessary, for the purposes of this prograa. to predict certain properties 
of composite materials and to consider both the laacroscopic and a1.croscopic fea-
tures of structural analysis. These subjects are discussed in so.e detail !n 
Appendixes A and B. 
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Figure 1. Program Schedule 
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A review was made of the current state of the art of four metal matrix ca.poslte 
(HHC) materials systems: SiC-whisker. SlC-partic1uate. SiC-fiber. acd Boron 
fiber-reinforced-aluminum-alloy. These four aaterial aysteas are considered the 
future workhorse of KHC materials. The property d~ta base and fabrication tech-
nology needed for the liquid rocket engine application vas also addressed. 
Compatibility of materials in the operational environment is of m4jor c~ncern. 
Aluminum alloys are compatible with hydrogen. but not with higb-p~essure oxygen. 
Titanium alloys were found to be compatible with-hydrogen at a temperature below 
-150 F. alld is currently used. for exasple. in the Space Shuttle aain ."!lgine 
(SSME) high-pressure fuel (hydrogen) turhopump impellers. The aatrix obViously 
must be compatible with the reinforcements. Aluminum is found to b~ compatible 
with most of the reinforcement materials ~uch as boron. silicon carbide. and 
graphite. whereas titanium is very reactive with reinforcement aaterials. ana 
control of the Ti matrix composite properties is auch more difficult. In this 
study we focused on aluminum matrix HHC. and discussed only briefly the potential 
application of titanium matrix KHC materials for liquid rocket engines. To 
evaluate the HMC materials application for liquid rocket engines. three areas 
were addressed: these were (1) physical and mechanical properties. (2) fabr1~­
ability. and (3) joIning. 
The materials properties of HHC were collected fra. literature surveys and from 
frequent contact with KHC suppliers. These data. although cballeugable. were Ij!.<ed 
in establishing the structural integrity of the coaponents selected in the Con-
ceptual Design task. Attempts were made to characterize the available metal 
matrix composite materials and define the present fabrication aethods that were 
suitable for rocket engine components. 
A thorough evaluation of the orbit-to-orbit and earth-to-orbit engine asselllh1ies 
was conducted. Each cOllponent.. together with the materials presently used in 
fabrication. was identified and a corresponding material selected. if applicable. 
Areas of concern. due to excessive bP-at. high stresses/fatigue. weight gains. 
and fabrication methods required be)ond the feasible composite material state 
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of the art. were identified. Both baseline engines share many siailar 
components, but the use ~f composites in these components is dictated by 
environmental conditions. 
The selection rationale used for deteraining the components that would be con-
sidered in the Conceptual Design task considered: 
• Compatibility of the coaposite material with environmental 
requireaents 
• Fabrication success potential 
• - Production- potential 
• Interfacing component constraints 
• New technology demonstration 
Basically. components from the turbomachinery. thrust cbaaber. valves~ controls, 
and engine systeas were selectect as candidates-for conceptual designs. AIIlong 
the major technology areas so ideutifiel' .or conceptual deaign effort were those 
in the area of duct. and bellows and nozzle exteuaious. If veigbt were the sole 
crite~!a for deciding additional effort. these areas would be a pr1ae candidate 
for future effort. 
The prilll8ry techuology needs and ranking of these ne~8 was in the fora of a 
criticality rankiag. The cOlllpoaeats couaidered for further evaluation were the 
~ia fuel valve. low-pressure propellaat ductiag. the giabal bearing. and nozzle 
extensions. The regeaerative-cooled nozzle structural jacket was rated second, 
although a substantial a80uat of effort has already been expended in this area 
by Rocketdyae. The .. in oxidizer valve was a serious contender. altbougb apact 
te~ts conducted independeatly by Rocketdyne ia a higb-pressur~ (7000 psi) LOX 
environment oa SiC/~l ca.posite aa.ples indicated an iDC~atibility problem. 
From these candidates. the .. ia fuel valve. the propellant ducting. and a nozzle 
~xteDSion are rec0m.8nded as the best choices for follow-on progr .... 
.. , 
( J 
• • .~ , .. I ~ , • i- • • .. ~ ... ..... 
DISCUSSION 
TASK I - BASELINE ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS 
Two baseline engine systems were selected for the purpose of this study. The 
first was a reusable orbit-to-orbit engine using L02/H2 propellants at a design 
thrust level of 15,000 pounds~- This baseline engine-configuration is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. Figure 3 addresses the major components, and these are tabulated in a 
subsequent section. The second engine system was a reusable earth-to-orbit 
booster engine using L02/CH4 propellants with a vacuum thrust of 670,000 pounds. 
This baseline engine configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
These two basic engine configurations represent typical reusable orbit-to-orbit 
and earth-to-orbit rocket engines. The similarities between booster and space 
engines are numerous. Both types employ high pressures, high temperatures. and 
high-speed rotating machinery and use regenerative-cooling techniques. Dif-
ferences between the two types incluJe pump speed values, thrust level, pump 
discharge-pressure level, nozzle ar~ ratio, weight, NPSH requirements, and 
design life. A comparison of typical orbit and booster engine operating 
parameters is shown in Table 1. 
Space engines presently envisioned use LOX/H2 at mixturc ratios of 5.5 to 7.0 
to obtain maximum specific impulse (440 to 500 seconds) consistent with man-
rated operation. Booster engines favor hydrocarbon fuels because their density 
permits use of smaller tankage. High pressures contribute to reduced .eight 
and envelope; therefore. high chamber pressure levels are chosen for both engine 
types. The slightly higher chamber pressures of booster engines favor staged 
-
combustion or gas generator cycles; however, gas generators are not promising 
for space application because significant performance losses are caused by t 
gas generator's poor exhaust specific impulse. 
Thrust levels for 65,000- to 100,OOO-pound gross weight orbit transfer vehicles 
are selected by a trade of gravity losses versus performance, and lie between 
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF ORBIT-ORBIT AND EARTH-ORBIT PROPULSION 
TYPICAL VALUES 
PARAMETER ORBIT TO ORBIT EARTH TO ORBIT 
PROPELLANTS , 
°iH2 °iHYDROCARBON 
CYCLE STAGED OR EXPANDER STAGED OR GAS GENERATOR I 
CHAMBER PRESSURE, PSIA 1&00 TO 2600 2000 TO 4000 I 
VACUUM THRUST LEVEL, POUNDS 
I 
10,000 TO 20,000 eoo,oe") TO 1,000,000 
FUEL PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE, PSIA 4000 TO 15000 2600 TO 1&,000 ~~ 
OXIDIZER PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE, PSIA 2000 TO 15000 , 2600 TO 12,000 (5 §, 
0 2 FUEL PUMP .EED, RPM 110,000 1&,000 TO 3&,000 =ai!! 
I 
.goo OXIDIZER PUMP .EED, RPM 70,000 I 215,000 TO 30,000 
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE, R 800 (EXPANDER) TO 2000 ~! 2000 (STAGED COMBUSTION) 
I 
TURBINE PREI8URI RATIO '.215 TO Z.IS '.IS TO 2.1S (STAGEP COMBUSTION) 
10 TO 30 (GAS GENERATOR) 
AREA RATIO 400 TO eoo 36 TO 80 
LENGTH (EXTENDED), INCHES 80 TO 140 1 ISO TO zoq 
I , 
WEIGHT, POUNDS 2IOTOllSO eooo TO 10,000 I 
LIFE - SERVICE FREE 2 HR/. CYCLES 0.1& HR/1 CYCLE 
LIFE - BETWEEN OVERHAULS 10 HRI300 CYCLES 7.& HR/fi& CYCLES , 
NP8H REOUIREMENT Z FEET (OZ)/1& FEET (HZ) 180 FEET ~OZ)/4fiO FEET (HZ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,/ / / ; 
./ 
./ 
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10K and 20K. Booster thrust levels IIIUSt be auch higher because they reflect 
the larger liftoff weight of the launch vehicl~. 
High jacket pressure drops along with preburner injector and valve preaaure 
drops for staged combustion boosters can result in significantly higher puap 
discharge pressure levels than in space engines or gas generator boosters. Some 
booster engines can, however, have puap discharge pressures coaparable to space 
engines. 
The lower thrust levels of space engines produce reduced pwap volu.etric flow-
rates and thus reduced p~p size. Tbis effect, in turn, leads to higher 
rotational speeds in the small puaps of orbit-to--orbit engines. Turbine inlet 
temperatures for -space engines can range fra. 900 a for expander cycles up to 
2000 R or lIIore for staged combustion cycles. Booster engines also will use at 
least 2000 R turbine inlet temperatures. Turbine pressure ratios are in the 
range of 1.5 to 2.5 for both engine types if topping cycles are e.ployed; gas 
generator cycle boosters will have much higher pressure ratios because of the 
low exhaust pressure at the turbine. 
A significant difference between space and booster engines lies in the area 
ratio selected for each. Orbit transfer engine ares ratios are selected by a 
payload trade between performance and weight, typically range fro. 400 to 800 
for peak payload. Booster engines, which 8USt operate within the earth's 
atlllOsphere, are constrained to IlUch lower area ratios for opt~ llliasion per-
formance. Engine lengths are siailar. with orbital engines tending toward 
slightly shorter lengths due to orbiter and overall vehicle length liaitations. 
Engine weights are also very different because they reflect the thrust dif-
ferences. Engine thrust~to-veigbt valUe8- range fra. 30 to 60 for space engines 
to approximately 100 for earth-to-orbit engina. Larger engiDea have propor-
tionately less inert weight, as weight daa. not scale linearly with thrust. 
Life requirements for orbital engines typically have been defined as 2 hours or 
60 cycles without service, and 10 hours or 30 cycles between overhauls. 
Earth-to-orbit engines l118y have siJRilar life requ1r~ts. 
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Space engines are driven_to low NPSH levels by tank weight trades. Booster 
vehicles may also profit from low NPSH. but present designs employ much higher 
NPsa levels than do space engines. 
An engine mass-pressure-temperature balance computer model was developed at 
Rocketdyne to conduct engine system troldeoff studies and to define component 
requirements. Rocketdyae has detailed component require.ea~ and design layouts 
- -- - -
for-the two specified engine systems. In establishing ca.ponent require.ents 
and design configurations for cOliposite .. terial applications.· it is important 
to realize that component designs intended for composite material applications 
may be quite different than previous designs developed for conventional metallic 
fabrication. 
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TASK I I - COMPONENT ASSESSMENT 
The objective of Task II was to systematically evaluate each of the components 
of the two specified engine systems and to identify those which can benefit 
potentially from fabrication with composites. Prior to this evaluation. a 
Rocketdyne-developed computer program called TBF81. a Parametric Engine Weight 
Program. was run to determine the relative component weights that would result 
from the various hydrocarbon propellant co~inations_and engin~_systemsL _ 
Table 2 illustrates the component weight breakdown and the total weight SUlllllary 
for a LOX/CH4 staged combustion engine of 670K thrust. Table 3 identifies the 
nomenclature on the prior table. It was apparent wh~n the various hydrocarbons 
were evaluated that only subtle changes in componenl weights were evident and. 
for the composite material applications effort. these variations were not 
pertinent to the overall problem. Therefore. the 670K LOX/CH4 engine was used 
for this component assessment. 
The two baseline engine systems specified in this study result in a wide range 
of estimated component weights and configurations. providing a good basis for a 
general evaluation of composite--aaterials-in liqula-rocket englne- applications. 
Typical engine system weight sumaaries are presented in Tables 4 and 5 for the 
two specified engine systems. Although ca.ponents of greatest weight are 
a~sociated with thrust chambers and turbopuaps. other components sue. as ducting. 
gimbal actuators. hot-gas manifolds. control ca.ponents. and valves also offer 
significant potential for weight reduction/product iaprovement through the use 
of composite materials. 
Engine Material Requirements 
In the previous section. the perfor.ance require.ents and para.eters were out-
lined and compared for orbit-to-orbit engines USing oxygen/hydrogen propellants 
and for earth-to-orbit rocket engines using oxygen/hydrocarbon propellants. 
These engine parameters impose require.ents on caKpoDent materials. some of which 
are quite unique to rocket engines and which are in sa.e respect different for 
the two types of engines. 
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TABLE 2. LOX/CH4 STAGED COMBUSnOR COHPONEHT WEIGHT SmtKARY 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: : : : : : : : : :: 11£1611' : 
· . 
· . : .: f 
· . 
: PC : EA : EF : EE: CF : l. : EC I HR: ~~ : A 1--------------------: 
: : : :.: : :: I: N£T :8.OUT: DRY : 
· . 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
tuRSOftllCH I rtERY 
----------------------------------------
fUEL Q;{IOlZER 
"(BURnERS 
8l .... 
1111.1 
~'2.J 
----------------------------------------
HOT GAS "t1I"FOLD 130.8 
----------------------------------------
THRUST CHAIIIER H5t.1 
----------------------------------------
iii nSAl SEAP lite 
InJECTOR 
rotIBUSTOR 
FIXED nOZZLE 
UtlLUE6 AIIO COnTrOLS 
--------------------------f'fOPEllHltT II&.\I£S 
COIIT'OL VALUES 
COHTROllEP AIW noun, 
HARnESS AnD SEnsops 
PftEU"ArIC conT'0L6 
HYDRIU .. JC COIITPOL6 
RTTRCH PRRTS 
EJl61nE SYSTEItS 
1l7.1 
"3.' 599.3 
1628 ... 
I •••• ' 
2".1 
2'7.6 8'.' 132.' 
• .,5 •• 
J5.' 
'''7.7 
161'.7 
----------------------------------------ptOP£LLftnT DUCTS 
ATTlleti PRRTS 
Otil" lInES 
I.f. 0::10. 8LEEi) linE 
I.f. fUEL 8LEED linE 
I.F. HYDRAULIC LInES 
I. f. bll.!.fHE LIlIES 
Ibnl riO" lUtES AltO I tilt I .as 
fJESSURIZAfrOft SYSTE" 
P060S'tSTU 
1'~9.2 
126 •• 
"3.8 Il.' 21.1 
1'.1 
2't.9 
3".7 
.. ,.J 
115 •• 
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TABLE 3. IDENTIFICATION OF NOMENCLATURE USED IN TABLE 2 
(5C) STAGED COMBUSTION 
(LOXCH4) PROPaLANTS 
(F) THRUST. POurms 
(PC) CHAMBER PRESSURE. POUNDS 
(EA) ATIACHHENT AREA RATIO 
(EF) FIXED NOZZL~ AREA RATIO-
(EE) EXT. NOZZLE AREA RATIO 
(CF) THRUST COEFFICIENT 
(L*) CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH. INCHES 
(EC) CONTRACTION RATIO 
(MR) MIXTURE RATIO 
(U) PERCENT NOZZLE LENGTH 
(A) GIMBAl. ANGlE. DEGREES 
(WET) GROSS WEIGHT. POUNDS 
(B. OUT) BURNOUT WEIGHT. POUNDS 
(ORY) EMPTY WEIGHT. POlItDS 
The aaterials used in the engines must be ca.patible with the environments to 
which they will be subjected. Thus. IUter1al8 used in the oxidizer systeDIS 
(pumps. valves. lines. etc.) of both engines .ust be ca.patible with the oxygen. 
and exhibit no tendency for ignition under noraal operating conditions. 
Materials in the hydrogen systea (puaps. valves. lines. coabustion chamber. tur-
bine. etc.) of orbit-to-orbit engines. must be ca.patible with hydrogen at 
temperatures ranging fro. cryogenic in COlllpoaellts such as pu.ps to the elevated 
te1Bperatures associated with turbines. Materials in the fuel systea of the 
earth-to-orbit engines must be c_o.patible wi_th t~ hydrocarbon fuels. and the 
coabustion chamber and-nozzle aaterials for both engines DUSt be co.patible with 
propellant ccmbustion products at high teaperaturea. Both types of rocket 
engines. in particular the orbit-to-orbit engines. viII be exposed to the high. 
infinite pumping capacity vacuums of space. Thus ... terials for these engines 
must not be degraded by such vacuuas for the duration of exposure. 
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TABLE 4. EAllTH-ro-QRBIT 670.000-POmm-nmUST (VACUUK) 
ENClHE SYSTEK WEIGHt SUMHAIlY 
EXIIT!ID C~IE 
~INT MIGHT. La MIGHT ..... dSAvt_ 
TU..-...cHINIRY 
'*1.11 
FUlL ... lIU -.c. 
OXIDIZER '111.1 '01aA ., 
PllUUMIRS 
. 
IaZ.3I -
t"01' 4AS MANIFOLD ..,.. 
THRUST~R 127M1I 
1...cTOR .,... 
COMBUSTOR I5U ... , • .2 
FIXlDw)uU ... 13IZ au 
VALVES AM) CONTIIOU It .... 
PROPELLANT VALVES ZlU •• .'.1 COIIITJIOL VALVES ~. 17 • .- - 21'-
CONTROlLER AND IIIOUNT • 71.7 '1.3 HARNESS AM) SPIIOIIS ,u. 
-
PN£UIIATIC CONTROlS , ... as u 
HYDRAULIC CONTIIOU ... 
- -
ATTACH PARTS ,.7.7 
- -
ENGINE S'f Si EMS ,.,.,,, 
PROPEL .. ANT DUCTS 
" .. 2 ,." lIU 
ATTACH PARTS , .. 
DRAIN LINES a.e t--
INTIRFACE OXIDIZER aUD LINE UA 
-
- -
INTERFACE FUEL 8U£D Lilli 21.' 
INTtRFACE HYORAULIC LIlIES .. , 
INTtRFACE GN2IHe LINES at 
IGNIT10iII LilIES AND IGMTfIlS .., 
PR£SJRIZATIOIN SYSTBI ,~ at 'U 
POGOIYSTDI , .. 11.1 14.1 
GIMBAL HARING '137.11 
-"7 21 .. 
ACTUATOR STRUTS. LUGI .... D .• U 
TOTAL 
-.u leu 1111'-
"The theraal environments of rocket engines range froa Uquid hydrogen teaperatures 
in the orbit-to-orbit engines and liquid-oxygen t~eratures in both engines. to -
gas telllperatures in excess of 6000 P in the COIIbustlon chamber. Liquid rocket 
engines are usually reseneratively cooled to reduce the teaperature of the COR-
bustion chaaber val! to a level at which conventional _terials can be used. but 
this imposes a requirelllents of high theraal conductivity across the bot vall to 
achieve the desired modest temperature. An expander cycle orbit-to-orbit on the 
other hand. also requires a high ther.al conductivity coabustion cha8ber material 
but. in this case. to transfer enough heat into the coolant fluid so ~t can 
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TABLE 5. ORBIT-TO-oRBIT 15.00o-POUND-nlRUST ENGINE 
SYSTEK WEICHT_ SUMHARY 
EXIST1I11G 
WEIGHT. a.ooIITE ll. 
C~ENT POUNDS WEIGHT.LBS SAVINGS 
THRUST CHAllRR 213.1 
INJECTOR U 
- -
COIaISTOR 10.7 45.0 5.7 
FIXED NOZZLE 11%'ASS) 71.0 .... 10.1 
EXTENDIBLE NOZZLE 12.7 15.0 27.7 
TU~ - 112.3 - - . 
LOW .... USURE H2 13.1 1G.7 11 
LOIURESSURE 0% 1'" 15.1 17 
HIGH-PRESSURE H2 37 .. . &I &:I 
HIGtH'RESSURE 02 4CI.8 ... 4.0 
PROPELLANT VALVES 217 11.0 5.7 
CONTROL VALVES .... 15 1.4 
I'ROP£LLUIT DUCTS - 17.0 - U - 11.0 
INTERFACE PURGE AMI CGlTROL LINES 2.3 
- -
G..a.t. BEARING 1.0 2.5 15 
ACTUATOR STRUTS U 10 15 
HZ REGENERATOR -.0 
- -
02 HEAT EXCHANGER 21.0 
- -
HARNESS AND SENSORS 5.2 
- -
IGNmON SYST£M 11 
- -
SYSTEIIINSTALLATION 'AIITS U 
- -
CONTROLLER 
1-- - - - - -
... 211.0 U 
- - -TOTAL POUNDS .1.3 ... ....7 
2B WEIGHT REDUCTIOfII 
serve as the turbine drive gas. Materials in hot-gas components 1n liquid 
rocket engines are subject to severe thermal transients. This results in 
thermal shock and high temperature gradients. and high thermal fatigue strains. 
much higher. for example. than strains that occur in aircraft gas turbines. 
The specific strength (strength/density ratio) and specific .adulus are very 
t.portant in the selection of materials for rocket engine systeas because of 
the necessity to reduce weight. (As a rule of thuab, for every pound of engine 
weight saved. there is a I-pound increase in payload.) The strength referred 
to is the limiting strength for the c~~ ~ent in question whether it be tensile. 
high cycle fatigue. low cycle (thermal; tatigue. or creep strength. Ca.paring 
rocket engine turbines with aircraft gas turbines, the rocket engine turbines 
21 
operate at considerably higher speeds resul~ing in ~i~r tensi~e creep and high 
cycle fatigue mean stresses which. combined with the higher tbe~l fatigue 
strain. impose .ore severe require.eots on rocket engine turbine .. terials than 
on aircraft gas turbine waterials. To reduce weight. rocket engine .. terals 
are used at conditi:ms close to their strength 11-.it5. This. cOllbi:l~ with 
n£.-:essary high degrees of reliability. dictates tbat there be an adequate data 
base to reliably set the appropriate strength allowables. 
Composite waterials. because of their high specific ..ooulus a:ld high specific 
strength. offer an obvious opportunity to red'lce engine weight. Both the stiff-
ness and load-bearing :tbility of conventional alloy coaponents .. y be increased 
with no sacrifice in weight by proper use of ca.posites. The characteristics 
and relative merits of both poly.er and .etal watr:lx coaposites were considered 
in the cOllpotlent assessment task. The selection criteria included suc!! factors 
as operating envuODJIeI1t (fluid flow. te.peratures. and pressurq). stres!!' 
levels, and ther.al gradients. Hardware ~try. require.ents for r~le 
attachment teclmlques. and presence of flangeol and bolted connections were con-
sidered. In general. the .ost attractive COllpODellts wer~~bose ~th_ a .1gnf:.(i~ 
cant structural weight. since the priaary objective of the ~a.posite application 
was to provide a weight reduction. ~ev1oua experience has sbow that other 
benefits way also be derived such a. iaproved cycle life capability. reduced 
materials and fabrication costs. increased teaperature envirOD8eDt, and iaproved 
.aintainability. 
Potential Composite Applications 
Examples of potential applications of ca.positea to rocket engine structures are 
noted in Table 6, together with brief reliarlul coaeernJ.ng the technical challenges. 
status, or other key issues which would be faced during ~el~t. Figure S 
and Table 7 are s~ries of density and .chanical properties data. respectively. 
on some candidate ca.posite .. terials. 
Table 8 presents orbit-to-orbit expander point design engine ca.ponents and 
Table 9 presents eartb-to-orbit engine usably ca.poaeDts. These tables 
tabulate the present material, potential ca.posite _terial substitute. and 
their respective ~~ights and weight reduction. 
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TABLE 6. ENGINE COMPONENTS AND COMPOSITE MATERIAL APPLICATIONS 
CQt1POhENT~ ""TERIAL CQIICERNS CCIft1£NT~ 
MOUNTING ~TRuCTURE 
VEHICLE GIMBAL PADS ORGANIC MATRIX HIGH-TEMPERATURE EXPOSURE IMMEOIATE WEIGHT ~AVINGS POTENTIAL USING AVAIL-
GIItlI.L STRUTS CQt1POS JTES FROM RECIRCULATING GASES ABLE TECHNOLOGY AND RE-ENTRY 
ENGINE GIItlAL I()UNTS 
PROPELLANT SYSTEMS 
DUCTS ORGANIC ~TRIX LOW TEMPERATURE DEMONSTRATED TECHNOLOGY 
COMPOSITES , 
VALVE HOUSINGS ORGANIC MATRIX COMPLEX SHAPE COMPLEX SHAPES REQUIRE ADVANCED TECHNIQUES 
COHPOSJTES 
TURBOPUHPS , 
PUHP HOUS INGS METAL MATRIX CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE GOOD WEIGHT SAVING POTENTIAL. COHPLE1 SHAPES 
REQUIRE ADVANCED TECHNIQUES 
TURBINES 
TOPPINr. CYCLE METAL HATR IX THERMAL FATIGUE WEIGHT SAVINGS HAY BE LESS IMPORTANT THAN HIGH-
CERAMIC MATRIX THERMAl. SHOC~ , TEMPERATURE OPERATING C~PACITY 
CARBON/CARBON FATIGUE RESISTANCE 
COMeUSTION DEVICES , 
, 
INJECTOR BAFfLES METAL MATRIX fATIGUE INJECTOR rACE IS KNOWN HIGH-VIBRATIOh AREA 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER LINERS METAL MATRIX CYCLIC THERMAL STRAIN MATERIALS AND PROCESSES NE,ED DEVELOPMENT 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER JACKET METAL MATRIX STRUCTURAL LOADING COULD BE INTEGRATED WITH LINER FOR WEIGHT SAVINGS 
ORGANIC MATRIX TEII'ERATURE EXTREKES AND EXPERIMENTAL PART HAS BEEN HADE 
STRUCTURAL LOADING 
NOZZLE EXTENSIONS C~RBON/CARBON SEVER~ ENVIRONMENT POTENTIAL DEPLOY-AT-ALTITUDE fOR IMPROVED SPECI-
FIC IMPULSE , 
NOZZLE JACKETS ORGANIC MATRIX SERVICE DEI()NSTRATION DESIGN AND fABRICATION HAS BEEN PERFORMEO SHOWING 
: SIGNIFICANT WEIGHT SAVING 
CONTROLS , 
I 
CONTROLLER HOUSINGS ORGANIC MATRIX HIGH LOAD REQUIREMENT EHP HIGH POTENTIAL FOR WEIGHT jSAViNG , 
PROTECTION , 
t. 
! 
~g 
g~ 
:o~ 
,0-0 C ,,. 
~: 
\ 
~ 
\ 
\ 
SPECIFIC 
ITIIENGnt 
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TABLE 8. ORBIT-QRBIT ENGINE ASSEMBLY COMPOSITE MATERIAL SUBSTITUTION 
I!ATERIAL WEIGHT. POUIIDS 
EIIG I HE COIIPOIIEIIT PRES£rrr CI»1POS I TE PRES£1fT CIH'OSITE SAYlE 
PROPELlAUT VALVES CRES SiC/At HOUSING 23.7 t8.0 5.7 
CONTROL VALYES 
-- StC/At HOUSWG 4.9 3.5 t.4 
COIfTROLLER -
--
Gr/EPOXY HClUSIIlG 24.0 20.0 4--
1lARlIESS AlID SEIISORS 
--
(IVA) 5.2 
-- --
GIHBAl. BEARING CRES StCIAt 6.0 2.5 3.5 
ACTUATOR STRUTS AlID ur.s 71S SiC/At 6.5 3.0 3.5 
H2 REGENERAtOR II'CO 903 (THERIW.) 16.0 
-- --
Oz HEAT EXClWaR IIICO 903 (THEJUW.) 2t.0 
-- --
PROPELLAHT DUCTS 71S SiC/At t7.0 6.0 11.0 
I.F.. PURGE AHD cormOL LINES CRES (N/A) 2.3 
-- --
IGHITIOII SYSTD1 INCO 525 (THERIW.) 3.t 
-- --
LOU PRESSURE H2 PUMP (13.S) 
--
(to.70) [3.12) 
HOUSING TEHS 50 Gr/At 5.96 4.5 1.46 
COLLECTOR TEns 50 (IlEIGHT) t.07 
-- --
SEAl. ASSEMBLY FORWARD S03 [THERHAl) 0.59 
-- --- - - - - -
SEAl. ASSEJIIL Y AFT 903 (THERHAL) 0.71 
-- --
RETAIIIER SEARl,.. A-286 (\lEIGHT) 0.60 
-- --
NUT - BEARING A-286 (WEIGHT) o.to 
-- --
NUT - S£AL A-286 (WEIGHT) 0.08 
-- --
INDUCER 5 At ",(100) 0.S5 
-- --
NUT IUDUCER A-286 (WEIGlIT) 0.06 
-- --
SHAFT A-ZtlG StCIAt t.59 0.53 t.05 
NUT - SEARl,.. - FORWARD A-286 (WEIGHT) 0.04 
-- --
SPACERS K IIlIIEl (WEIGHT) 0.50 
-- -
HUT - TURBINE A-286 (IlEIGHT) 0.07 
-- --
WHEEL TURBI!lE A-~ BIAI 0.91 0.30 0.6t 
SEAR II': 440C (STRESS) 0.70 
-- --
IIIGIf PRESSURE "2 PilI' (37.ln 
-- - - -- ~.~ (S.30) 
SEARING SUPPORT TENS 50 StC/At 3.47 2.3t t.16 
IIOUSIIIG 71S StC/Al 11.87 S.O 3.90 
DISCHARGE COYER 71& [STRESS) 2.44 
-- --
IIANIFOlD TtJRBIIiE 718 (STRESS) 6.04 
-- --
CROSS-OVER flO. t 718 StC/Al 2.14 t.07 1.07 
CROSS-OYER NO. Z 71S StCIAl 1.SS 0.79 C.79 
SPACER lie (I.i£ I GIfT) 0.20 
-- --
BACX RUIGS AnD SPIt I NGS 718 (1lE I GIfT) 0.05 
-- --
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tABLE 8. (Continued) 
MATERIAl. 
ElIGINE COHPONEIIT PR£S£IIT ctWOSITE 
HIGH PRESSURE HZ PUMP (Cont.) 
S£Al. BEARU«i RET. IncO 718 B/Al 
BEARIHG RET. 718 {STRESS) 
STATIR 903 SiC/AI 
JM)S£ COKE 71: (WEIGHT) 
CTR. SHAfT BOLT 718 (STRESS) 
TlR8I11£ WH£ELS ASTRIl.OY (STRESS) 
IIUT - BEARING 1C-tIm£1. (WEIGHT) 
IllDUCElt SAI-Z.SS (WEIGHT) 
UIPELLER NO. 1 SAI-Z.SS (WEIGHT) 
1IIPELLER NO. Z SAI-Z.44 (WEIGHT) 
1I1'ELLER "0. 3 SAI-Z.SS (WEIGHT) 
BEARIHG 440C (STRESS) 
UII PRESSURE Oz PIH' (18.8) 
IIlUSING - IfIlUCER TEllS 50 SiC/AI 
IDJSUIG TURBIHE TEllS 50 SiC/AI 
LINER - InDUCER Ie -tIJIIEl. B/Al 
LAB. S£Al. IC~ B/Al 
IUT - BEARUIG A-286 (WEIGHT) 
IIUT I ICDIJC[R A-286 (UEIGHT) 
IIIDUCER TtRS 60 (WEIGHT) 
TlRBIHE - FRANCIS 1C-fIJIIEl (STRESS) 
SHAFT A-286 (STRESS) 
BEARUIG 440C (STRESS) 
BEARIIIG 440C (STRESS) 
SPACER A-2lJ6 (WEIGHT) 
IIUT - BEAR I NG A-286 (WEIGHT) 
HIGH PRESSURE Oz Plitt (40.6) 
YOlUTE TD1S 50 (FAB) _ 
IIlUS I KG I lITER 718 SiC/AI 
IIlUSIIlG TtRBIrIE 903 (FAB) 
IIlUSIUG AFT STATOR 903 (FAB) 
SPACER BENUllG HASTEllOY 8 (":lGHT) 
IlUTS (3) A-286 (WEIGHT) 
SEAl. ASSD1BLY OXIDIZER 903 SiC/AI 
SEAl. ASS£ltBL Y CEI4TER 903 SiC/AI 
S£Al ASS£l1Bl Y 11It8I11E 903 SiC/AI 
SEAl. ASSEHBl Y TURBIr.E 903 SiC/AI 
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WEIGHT, J'OUIa 
PRESEIIT CIII'OSITE SAYlE 
1.73 0.87 0.87 
0.34 
1.Z1 0.70 0.51 
0.36 
-- --
0.94 
-- --
1.98 
-- --
O.lS 
-- --
O.lZ - -
-- --
0.91 
-- --
0.77 
-- --
0.87 
-- --
0.64 
- --
(15.13) (3.67) 
S.34 4.0 1.l 
3.98 r- 3.0 - 1.0 
1.42 0.50 0.92 
0.7S 0.30 0.42 
0.38 
-- -
0.Z2 
-- --
0.42 
-- --
2.39 
-- --
1.57 
-- --
1.72 
-- --
0.09 
-- --
0.17 
- -
0.32 
-- --
(36.6) (4.0) 
-
2.02 
-- --
4.41 3.00 1.40 
15.11 
-- --
6.66 
-- --
0.25 
-- --
0.S3 
-- --
1.73 0.87 0.B7 
0.69 0.35 0.34 
1.62 0.90 0.72 
1.47 0.80 0.67 
------
--
---
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EflGIIIE COOPONEJIT 
HIGH PRESSURE O2 PII1P (Cont.) 
IIIDUCER 
ItIPEUER 
NUT UI'ELLER 
SLINGER 
nUT - IIORIIIG AFT 
BEARINGS (4) 
SHAFT AKD WHEEL 
UHEEL ONLY (2.28) 
THRUST OWmER (213.8) 
CamUSTOR (50.7) 
FUEL HOZZLE (70.96) 
TUBES 
BRAZE 
JACKET 
COOLANT I1IlET ItAHIFOLD 
COOLAnT DISCHARGE IWIIFOLD 
BAND 
RETURR IIANIFOlD 
NOZZLE TIP 
BRIDGE 
HOUSH .. 
LUGS "''I> STRUTS 
EXTEHDIBLE NOZZLE (82.70) 
TUBES 
BRAZE 
JAOXT 
HANIFOLD 
INJECTOR (9.4) 
SYSTDI ItlST:. PARTS (4.5) 
\/EIGHT TOTAl.. 
ORIGiNAL PAG~ is 
TABLE 8. (Concluded) - -OF_POOR QUAlITY 
MATERIAl.. \/EIGHT. POUIIDS 
PRESENT CIX1POSITE PRESEIT CIXI'OSITE SAY!NGS 
K-HOflEL (WEIGHT) 0.13 
-- --
718- (STRESS) 0.65 
-- ---
A-286 (WEIGHT) 0.05 
-- --
718 (WEIGHT) 0.22 
-- --
K-HOHEL (UEIGlIT) 0.11 
-- --
440C (STRESS) 0.60 
-- --
VASPALLOY (STRESS) 4.36 
-- --A-286 
-
-
- -
-
IlASPAlLOY (STRESS) 
-- -- --
ED NICXEL ED IUCX£L 50.7 45 5.7 
HARloy Z Gr/Cu 
(60.9) (10.06) 
A-286 (THERtW..) 10.09 
-- --
(n/A) 1.22 
-- --
-- -
. 
-CRES BIAI 4.15 2..15 I 2.0 
625 CfAD) 5.2 
-- --
625 (FAD) 15.73 
-- --
CRES B/Al 7.59 2.53 5.06 
625 (FAB) 12.52 
-- --
Cu (THERJW.) 3.36 
-- --
718 (WE I GIlT) 0.37 
-- --
718 (FAD) 4.23 
-- --
718 BIAI 6.50 3.5 3.0 
CARBOII/CMBOI (55.0) (27.7) 
A-286 (THERtW..) 38.43 
-- --
0.3&O(CG) (n/A) 5.38 
-- --
CRES BIAl - 21.0 
- -- - --
625 (FAD) 17.89 
-- --
(THERHAL) 
(NlA) 
461.28 369.59 91.69 
IIOTE: SUBASSEHBLY CURRENT :lEIGHTS APPEAR IfI BRAa[TS III THE LEFT-HAIID COLl1oH. AFTER THE 
SUBASSO\BlY TITlE. 
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ORIGINAL FACE is 
OF pOOR QUALITY 
TABLE 9. EAllTH-TO-ORBIT ENGINE ASSEMBLY - COMPOSITE 
MATERIAL SUBSTlTUTIOH 
MTERIAt. WEIIiHr. LIS 
ElliIIIE CXII'OIIEJIT 
PR[SEII1' COII'OSITE PII£SOIT COII'OSITE 
Valyes , Controls (1004.9) ( 915.8) 
Propellant Valyes Inco 718. 
TI-SAL-2.5 SIC/Al Hsngs 291.1 249.6 
Sn 
Control Yalves Inca 718 SIC/At. IIsngs 207.6 179.8 
Controller 6061 At. Hsng GI'/EfJ Hsng 85.0 71.7 
Harness' Sensors - (II/A) 132.9 -
~tlc Controls 7075 At. SIC/At. Hsngs 105.0 98.5 
~raullc Controls Inca 625 (Weight) - 35.6 - - -
Attach Pins Inco 718 (Stress) 147.7 -
Hot Gas Manifold Inco 718 (n.er-l) ( 73&.8) ( 736.8) 
Prebumers Inco 718 (TheNll) ( 252.3) ( 252.3) 
Thrust Chllmer (m6.0) (2464.0) 
Injector Inco 718 (The,.,) 593.4 
CoIIbustor Ed Nickel. Gr /EfJ Jacket 554.3 496.1 
IIArlo)' Z 
Fixed Nozzle --
Tubes A-Z86 (n.en.1) 338.5 -
Braze - (II/A) 62.5 -
Aft Manifold Inca 718 (Fab) 120.0 -
Mixer Sepirator Yalve Inca 10)' 903 (Fab) 51.7 -
Fo .... rd Outlet Inca 718 (Fab) 156.3 -
Inlet Diffuser Inca 718 (Fab) 49.3 -
Bands Inca 718 12 .. 3, Gr/EfJ 
Rings Inca 718 over 174.8 
718 ShNtb 339.2 
Hat Bands Inco 718 192.9 
Drain Lines Inca 625. 7te (Weight) 70.6 -
Transfer Ouctlng Inca 718 (Stress) 122.0 -
Clla*r Bypass Oucts Inco 718 (Stress) 17.2 -
Insulation - Less req'd 165.7 64.7 
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6SAYJIIiS 
( 89.1) 
41.5 
27.8 
13.3 
-
6.5 
-- --
-
-
-
( 312.0) 
S8.2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
152.8 
-
-
-
101.0 -
TABLE 9. (Continued) 
MTElIAL WEIIiIfT. lIS 
EJIIiIIIE aJRIIOIT 
PRESDIT aJIIOStTE PI£SOIT a.ostTE 4SAYIE 
HI~ Pressure Fuel PwIp ( 676.2) ( 655.4) (ZO.8) 
llipellers TI-SAl-2.5 Sn (Weight) 47.5 
- -
Shaft Inco 718 Sicm 4.7 2.2 2.5 
- - BHrlngs 440C CRES (Stress) 4.2 - --
IlIpeller Sleeves Inco 718 SiC/At. 10.7 3.7 7.0 
Slinger-lIIpel1er Inco 718 SiC/AL 1.3 .5 .8 
Turbine Disks W4spAlloy (ThenII1) 32.7 
- -
Turbine Blades 1Wl-M-246 Tungsten Fib 8.7 
- -Superalloy 
Inlet AssellDly Ti-SAL-2.5 Sn (Fe) 69.2 
- -
Diffusers Tens 50 AL (Weight)- 86.2 
-
- -
-
-
-
Volute Housing Inco 718 (Fib) 234.7 
- -
BHrlng Supports Inco 718 (nter.l) 5.2 - -
P1-.p Haus i ng Sell s 
-
(iliA) 27.9 
- -
Thrust BHrlng Housing Hlstelloy B SiC/AL 17.9 7.4 10.5 
BHrlng Ring As5elbly A-286 (Stress) 2.5 
- -
Turbine Moules MR-M-246 (TIIe,.l) 8.2 - -
Sell - 1st Rotor Rene 41 (T1Iena1) 2.3 
- -
--
-
-
Sell - Turbine BHrlng Inco 718 (T1Iena1) 2.0 - -
Ring SpAcer Incoloy 903 (T1Ima1) 9.1 
- -
Sell-<lO 1st StAge Inco 600 (Tllerwa1) 2.8 - -
Shields - Turbine Inlet H-188 (Tllerwa1) 17.2 - -
Rings - Turbine Inlet Incoloy 903 (n.nal) 23.4 - -
Shrouds - Turbine Inlet H-188 (Dena1) 2.0 - -
Dellows - Turbine Inlet Incoloy 903 (T1Iena1) 5.4 - -
Turbine Sells H-188. Rene 4 (TIIe,.,) 10.0 - -
Turbine BHring Cover Inco 718 (Tlleral) 1.5 - -
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TABLE 9. (Continued) 
"TERIAI. 
EJIIillIE CIJIIOIIDCT 
PII£SOIT COII'OSITE 
low Pressure Fuel PwIp 
Inducer Ti-5Al.-2.5 B/Al. 
Sn 
Splcer- -- - K-Monel SiC/AL -
Nut-lINn ng A-Z86 (Weight) 
1Iut-Sllaft A-Z86 (Weight) 
IINnngs 440C CR£S (Stress) 
Inducer Closure 321 CR£S (WeI9lt) 
Tul't)lne Wheel A-Z86 B/AL 
Shaft A-Z86 SiC/AL 
Nut-Tul't)ine Shift A-Z86 (Weight) 
1st SUge Rotor A-Z86 B/Al. 
2nd SUge Rotor A-Z86 B/AL 
PwIp Housing Tens 50 Al. (Fab) 
t.rr1er - PwIp End Inco n8 (Wei9lt) 
Tul't)ine Noule A-Z86 SiC/AL 
SUtor A-Z86 SiC/AI. 
SUtor Shroud A-Z86 SiC/AI. 
Manifold Housing Inco 718 SIC/AL 
liftoff SUl 
-
SIC/AI. 
PwIp SeAl 
-
SiC/AI. 
Tul't)ine SUl 
-
SiC/AI. 
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Of POOR QUALrrY -
1lEI1iKT. lIS 
PI£S01' COMPOSITE 4SAYlIIiS 
( 154.2) ( 105.4) ( 48.8) 
22.1 12.4 9.7 
1.9 .6 1.3 
.2 
-
-
.1 
- -
5.2 
- -
.6 
-
-
3.2 1.0 2.2 
2.3 .8 1.5 
-
.1 
- -
1.9 .6 1.3 
1.9 .6 1.3 
44.6 
- -
1.6 
- -
7.0 2.5 4.5 
.4 .1 .1_ 
.7 .3 .4 
48.0 24.7 23.3 
2.2 1.0 1.2 
1.0 .5 .5 
2.4 1.1 1.3 
--
i 
I j 
f 
L 
-~-----
DIllIE aJIIOiOr 
High PresWI"e Oxidizer Pulp 
Matn Illpl!l1er 
Beertngs 
lAb. s..l 
-
RetAtner 
Turbine Disks 
Turbtne 1l11des 
InterstAte SHI 
SNft 
Matn Pulp Volute 
Main Pulp Inlet 
Mounttng Flange 
Drains 
Inlet YiIIH 
Beering Supports • Sells 
Nut-Inlet Volute 
Illpl!l1er Inlet 5-.ls 
s..1 RetAfners 
Turbine Inlet Shell 
Turbine Inlet Bellows 
Strut Support 
flirtng 
Shield .. Turbine 
Jet Ring 
Struts 
Turbine louIn 
Boll-Inner. Outer 
Flinge 
TABLE 9. (Continued) 
MTOlA 
PII£SEIIT COINSITE 
Inco 718 (fib) 
4COC CR£S (Stress) 
K-Monel ~ttbt1tt1 
Inco 718 to.pIttbtlitJ 
Yaspall 01 (n.er.l) 
"IUI-II .. 246 TUllgSten fib 
Superal101 
I nco 101 903 (TIIe,.l) 
Yaspall 01 (T1Ie,..1) 
Inco 718 (fib) 
Inco 718 (Fib) 
Inco 718 (n.er.l) 
lnco. CI£S (WefFt) 
K-Manel eo.patibfHtJ 
Inco 718 to.pIttbtl ttJ 
Inco 718 (Wefgllt) 
Silver (n-r-n 
K-Mane1 eo.patibf1 ft.J 
Incol019D3 (n.n.l) 
IncolO1 903 (T'benIl) 
IncolO1 903 (TIIe,.l) 
H-188 (,...,..1) 
H-188 (".,..1) 
A-286 (nw,..1) 
Incol01. H-1811 (n.er.l) 
MR-M--Z46 (The,.l) 
Yaspall 01 (nw,..1) 
Rene 41 (TIIe,..l) 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
MEI_. LIS 
PIIESBr CGIIIOSIlE 6SAnlfiS 
(326.3) 
27.1 
- -
6.2 
- -
2.3 
5.6 
32.4 
- -
10.7 
- -
2.3 
- -
21.6 
- -
77.8 .. 
-
-
-
- -
-
- -123.5 .. 
-
1311.7 
- -
7.1 
- -
28.8 
44.2 
5.1 
- -
9.2 
- -
5.6 
-
30.4 
- -
28.2 
- -
29.0 
- -
9.2 
- -
7.0 
- -
2.4 
- -
30.0 
- -
22.6 
- -
11.0 
- -
6.6 
- -
TABLE 9. (Continued) 
"TERIAl 
EMilIE a.IJIm 
PIIESOI1' a.osrn 
!FOP (continued) 
Boost '-It Yolute Inco 718 (Fib) 
-
- Boost "'-P-1IIPe 11 er - - - Inco 718 (Fib) 
Boost '-It Sells SllYer (TIIe,.l) 
Sell Retalaers K-Monel CGIIpat I bnt t1 
Low Pressure Oxidizer "-
Inducer K-Monel B/IL 
Rotor K-Monel B/IL 
Cip K-Monel SiC/1L 
Yo 1 ute/HOUS 1 IICJ Tens 50 IL (Fib) 
Fllftge Tens 50 IL (Fib) 
SlHYe K-Monel SIC/IL 
StAtor~ K-Monel SIC/1L 
BMrings 440C CRES (Stress) 
Nozzle Inco 718 SIC/IL 
Housing Inco 718 SIC/1L 
Bearing Support Inco 718 SIC/IL 
Ring Rotor Sell Stlver (n.r.l) 
Tuming YIIIeS 356 IL (Wei tilt) 
SpIcer S1ene 347 CR£S SiC/1L 
Inducer IIut 1.-286 (Wei gilt) 
lIut..Quter lIKe 1.-_ (Wei gilt) 
IIut RetAiner 1.-. SIC/1L 
lluts - Inner RIce 1.-286 (Weight) 
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lEI,,". LIS 
PI£SOIr aJIIIOSlTE 6SArIII&S 
54.7 
- -
8.7 -
- -
3.5 
-
-
2.3 
( 285.2) ( 192.1) (93.1) 
59.6 17.7 41.9 
29.7 8.8 ZO., 
3.5 1.2 
- -
2.3 
111.2 
- -
11.3 
- -
9.1 3.0 5.1 
5.2 1.7 3.5 
7.2 
- -
~.a- 3.0 5.8 
6.7 3.5 3.2 
15.3 7.9 7.4 
5.2 
- -
.7 
- -
1.0 .4 .6 
.9 
- -
1.2 
- -
2.2 .8 1~4 
1.5 
- -
• 
I 
\ 
EJIIiIIlE aJIIOIDIT 
Engi ne S15 tells 
Prope11lJ1t Ducts 
- - -
--
-
At~dI Parts 
Drain Lines 
Interface Lines 
Ignitton Systell 
Pnssuri Zit I 011 Sys tell 
Pogo Acaallator 
Pogo ~. Baffles 
Pogo Inlet BIffle 
Pogo Syst.-
GIlDal Bearing 
Actuator Struts I Lugs 
TOT "'- WEIGHT 
TABLE 9. (Concluded) 
MmtlAL 
PR£UJIT aJIIOSlTE 
Inco 718. 
21-6-9 CRES. 
Incoloy 903 SIC/AI. 
Inco. CRES (lIeigllt) 
Inco 625 (lIei_t) 
Inco. CR£S (lIeigllt) 
-
(Tllerwll) 
Inco 718 SIC/AI. 
Inco 718 SIC/AI.. Gr/El 
321 CR£S SIC/AI. 
Inco 625. 718 SIC/AI. 
Inco. CRES (lIeigllt) 
Tf -6Al.-6Y-2 S SIC/AI. 
TI-6Al.-4Y S/AI. 
. 
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WEI CiKT. lIS 
PRESiIIT aJIIOSlTE t. SAYIIIIiS 
(1852.2) (1348.4) (SOl.8) 
1159.2 765.1 394.1 
126.6 
-
-
43.8 
- -
75.5 
- -
34.7 
-
-
115.3 95.5 19.8 
SO.8 - 19.2 31.6 
11.3 4.0 7.3 
22.3 6.7 ;5.6 
30.6 
- -
137.1 109.7 27.4 
45.0 37.0 8.0 
8564.1 7496.7 1067.6 
-----
/ 
/ 
~e com~osite material c~lumD of these tables include a one-vord rationale in 
parenthesis; i.e •• thermal. weight. fabrication. stress. compatibility. or NIA 
in thsoe instances where a co.posite aaterial was not considered applicable to 
that particular component. Further definition of the one-vord rationale is as 
follows: 
(Thenul) : 
(Weight) : 
(Fab) : 
(Stress): 
The design temperatures go beyond the ltait» of presently 
- knawn-collposite aaterWs. 
The weight differential would not justify further 
investigation. 
The present state of the art does not encompass a fabrica-
tion method for the required gea.etry of the design. 
The design loads are inca.patible with composite .. teria1 
properties. 
(N/A): Not applicable (i.e •• wire harness. etc.). 
(Compatibility): Incompatible with c08pOsite .. terial at elevated pressures. 
Component Applications of Coapasites 
Typical engine systea weight su..ar1es for the two specified engine syst~ show 
the heaviest members to be concentrated in the areas of thrust chambers, nozzles. 
and turbopu.ps. Other ca.ponents also offer opportunities for weight reduction 
through the use of composite aaterials. particularly in valves. controls. and 
ducting syst~. 
The crrv nozzle 1& typically constructed of a tube bundle wall constrained by 
structural jackets, bands, rings, and hatbands. Thrust loads, hoop t~. 
shear. and bending loads are carried through the coabustion chaaber and nozzle 
structural members. The cha.ber liner does not typically carry higb .cbnica1 
loads. and its primary function 1s to provide a aeana of heat exchange between 
the regenerative coolant and the hot cOlibustion gases. Therefore. by further 
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breaking down the thrust cb Ber weight. it can be anticipated that tbe greatest 
weight savings can be obtained by applying cOllpOsit~ I18terialc to the coabu,c1on 
chamber. nozzle extensions. and nozzle structural jackets. Bovever. tt.~ ;',8si-
bllity of innovative designs that integrate the structural jact.ret and cfooMlber 
liner through the use of the advanced c08pOsite aaterials .. : :aor1catillsl tech-
niques should not be overlooked. 
A rec~~ Roc~td!De ~ s~udy investigated the potential_ weip'ht lJ:lVin~~s tbat 
could be achieved on a ~ LOX/B2 regeneratively cooled thrus..:. c Wj~ (' lf1ch the 
use of composite aaterials. (See Appendix C.) 
All engine coaaponents were considered and evaluated frma the Rt and::.:.!.~t of their 
structural requirements. manufacturing peculiarities. o~=at~~l en:l~onaents. and 
the potential for weight reduction. ~ts such: s ducts, line.:;. and hous-
ings are typical. Several screeling pl'ocesses wen t. ulduct~d, and f1\"te of the 
IIOst proaising candidates were selected for .,r~ -ieu.1.iO= nudie8: 0;1 coabus-
tion chamber jacket. (2) nozzle jacket and surPOrt rlngs. (3) J'WIP -.ui valve 
housings. (4' actusting arws and ducts. and (5) nozzle extens!l1nrr. For these 
selected components a review of potential advanced uterW. 'iJI!~ conducted and 
design approaches were studied. After further desip stud,.. the Hst vas nar-
roved to the IIOst proaiaing candidates for advanced cOllpOs1.4!l\. TI-_' estimated 
weight savings are shown in Tables 8 and 9 for the selected ~orr~(l31'C. for each 
of the components. These results show that the cOllbustion c)o~r t·tructural 
jacket weight can be cut in hal! and the largest veight savings ~ .. dP in the 
nozzle structural jacket and support rings. A significant potet.tial ~ight sav-
ings was also identified in pu.p housings and propellant ductini far b~th engine 
asseJlblies. In the orbit-to-orbit engine asse_l,.. the :e414t8 show chllt the 
extendible nozzle weight can be reduced substantially by usi~4 a carbon/carbon 
coaapositeo. 
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TASK III - CONCEPTUAL DESIGMS AHD TECIIROLOCY !lEEDS 
Co!ponent Selection of Co!pOsite Materials 
COilposite IUterials conceptual designs of each individual COIIpOnent in the tva 
baseline engines vere beyond the scope of vork. Thus. a screening _tbod vas 
developed to select representative co~nents for conceptual design. In Table 
4._ a _s~ry oJ a typical earth-to-orbit. LOXICl4 • 670.000-p0und-thrust (vacuua). 
engine syste. veight is listed. For the ~neDt aelection. each of the cate-
gories vas revieved. viz •• the turtK.ac:hiDery. preburaers. thrust chaaber. 
valves aud controls. and the engine 8yateas and COllpOOeDts vere selected for 
conceptual design. The selection of the ~ta vas baaed on: 
1. eo.patibility of ca.posite aaterials vith eaviroa.ental require.ents 
2. Potential for successful fabrication 
3. Current industrial activity 
4. Interfacing coaponent constraints to wint.tze the iJlpact of interfacing 
cOllPOnents 
5. RequirL nes for new :eclmology 
6. Cost effectiveness 
In the following paragrapha. the general tec:bDololY a.eeQ for c:o.pos1te IUterials 
applications are discussed. Then. the specific technolosY Deeds for each of the 
component conceptual designs are ex-toed. 
Generic Technology Heeds 
Design Allovables. An effort should b -.de to eatabUsb design allowables. 
particularly for the KHC IUterials, aa .ast of the aaterial. systeas are still 
in a development stage. vith property values st11l t.prcnriD& aad evolv1.ng. In 
the continuous fiber cOllpOs1te systeaa. the fabrication or consolidation.: tbod 
has great iJlpact on the perforaance of the part. It requires a very close 
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working relationship between the designer and the supplier. In the whisker SiC-
reinforced aluminum alloy system. forging or extrusion is required after the 
P/K consolidation of the composite. These processes. however. tend to create 
anisotropy of the ~terials. The particulate-reinforced composites, however, are 
less sensitive to the fabrication process. and it has been found that working. 
such as forging or extruding, generally improves their mechanical propertieu. 
Compatibility with Propellants. The compatibility of HHC materials with rocket 
engine propellants is largely undefined. although some data are available on the 
basic matrix alloys (e.g •• titanium, aluminu., ferrous, and nickel-base alloys). 
Thermal Cycling tinder Active Lnadiug. this is a generic concern for liquid 
rocket engine components which suffer stringent ther.al cycling service condi-
tions (e.g •• coabustion cbaaber liners aod turbine blades). Under another 
contract. Rocketdyne is investigat1n& the application of fiber-r~inforced super-
alloy composites to turbine components. and the findings of that prograa should 
shed some light on this subject. 
Design and Analysis. Because of the anisotropic behavior of coaposite .. terials. 
and because they fracture in a brittle aode. it i. aDst important to approach 
composite structure. a. a tea. effort involving de.ign, structural analys1s. and 
materials disciplines. 
Joining and Consolidation. Bondin& and joininl of coaposites to theaselve. and 
t." maUng structures is • key is.ue. Mucb can be Adopted froa techniques devel-
oped for airframe structures. but .ucb of that work which has been directed at 
polyaer-matrlx asterials .. y not be suitable for aetal-.. trix structures. 
In Table 10 the technololY need. for the c~nent desilne described are listed. 
For each category of the enlta. coapoaents listed. conceptual designs of the 
applicable coaponent vere conceived. and tbe technology needs for these designs 
were identified. 
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TABLE 10. COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
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Turbomachinery 
A sketch of a high-pressure fuel pump is shown in Fig. 6. In this assembly. 
several subcomponents were identified as potential candidates for composite 
materials application. as discussed below. 
1. Thrust bearing housing - A_ disc~nt1nuous SiC-reinforced aluminwa is. 
suggested. The current material is Hastelloy B. A discontinuous 
SiC-reinforced aluainwa composite can be extruded and llachined to 
replace the current llaterial and result in an approximate 30% weight 
saving. 
2. The sleeve - Tbe sleeve is operated in ~ression; therefore. a 
SiC/A! composite can be used. COIIpOsite llaterials generally exhibit 
very high co~ressive strength when compared to their tensile proper-
ties. Composite llaterials should be favored in ca.pressive loading 
areas. The current sleeve llaterial is lncanel 718. 
- 3. The shaft - A high-strength fiber SiC/U c:c.poslte _terial could be 
used. The titaniwa matrix coapGsite has higher strength than the 
alum1nta llatrix c:c.posite. The use of titaniua COIIp08ites avoids 
dimensionally changing the sbaft. The detail fiber arrangellent and 
consolidation .tbocl requires Sa.! .. jor teclmology developllent. 
Avoiding fiber breaking of the hoop (or ~45·) fibers during consolida-
tion by diffusion bonding could be a .. jor concern. The cu:-rent shaft 
material is lnconel 718. 
4. Turbine blades - A tungsten fiber-reinforced superalloy could be used 
in this application. The priaary advantage of using this type of 
composite llaterial is not for weight saving; rather t it is for higher 
performance and longer service life. The current blade llaterial 1s 
DS-HAR-K-246. 
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Low-Pressure Fuel Turbopump (LPFTP) 
A LPFTP manifold housing could be made of discontinuoue SiC/AI composites. The 
housing is syuaetrical with an open section and. therefore. could be forged and 
machined. 11le stiffeners ~ the bellows could be brazed. the SiC/AI is c:oa-
paUble with the gaseous hydrogen. The brazing would require SOlIe developllellt 
work for this geometry. The housing-to-bellow joint brazing could be a problea 
because of pressure-containing require.ents. The current 1I8terial used is 
Inconel 718. 
thrust Chamber 
In this category. three c01lPoDents were studied: the gillbal bearing. the thrust 
cbaUer jacket. and the strut actuator assembly. 
GiJlbal Bearings. In Fig. 7. an earth-to-orbit eng1De gbibal bearing is shown. 
Discontinuous SiC/AI cOllpOsiUa could be used for this application. If. as 
expected. the composite 1I8ter1als also reduce surface frictional. loads. better 
performance will result fro. this substitution. The geo.etry of the giJlbal bear-
ing makes it a prime candidate for discontinuous COIIposite application. 
eo.bustion ChaJiber Jacket. A graphite epoxy structural jacket has been designed 
and a 40K thrust cha1llber baa been built by Rocketdyne. a8 shovn in Appendix C. 
Fig. C-1 and C-2. Another design using MIl: aateria1s such a~ Boron/alua1nua 
(B/Al) is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this design. two B/Al. fiber-reinforced claa 
shells are joined by welding. Tbia structural jacket is bonded with titaniua 
transition pieces to facilitate brazing to the Incooel 718 aanifold fittings. 
Obviously this structural jacket is designed to carry beading. the internal 
pressure. however. is still lumdled by the chulber section itself. The tech-
nology nee:!s lie in the area of the welding the claa shells and brazing the 
shells to the laconel 718 ..aifold fittings. 
Strut Actuator As&ellbly. The strut actuator as&ellbly. AP82-084 (Fig. 9) is 
lIIDunted on the earth-to-orbit baseline engine. It is an adaptation of the 
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existing as&ellbly on the Space Shuttle lUin engine (SSHE). and provides support 
for the moving ends of the gJabaling control actuators. Table 11 suaaarizes two 
concepts and identifies the technology needs. 
Boron/alUldm .. cOllpOsite tubing is used to replace the existing titaniua tubing. 
Unlike the lov-pressure ducting. the BIAl COIIpOsite tubing in the AP82-084 strut 
assembly is not subjected to internal pressure. enabling the fibers to be 
oriented parallel to the-tube axiS aDd avo1diDg the fatidcafion difficulties 
iDherent in BIAl pressure tubing. 'Ibe BIAl tubes are diffusion-bonded to the 
titaniUll clevises at a pressure and teaperature of 10 kai and 1000 F. respec-
tively. The BIAl substitution results in a weight reduction of approximately 
8 pounds over the existing weight of 45 pounds for the titaniua veldment. 
Slight additional weight savings could be achieved by substituting silicon 
carbide/aluainua (SiC/Al) cOllllPosite for the titaniua clevises. 'Ibirty percent by 
volume of silicon carbide particulates in 6061 aluainua has isotropic properties. 
but less than half the strength .of titani~. Therefore. the physical proportioqa 
of the clevises would have to be increased proportionately. 
Fr01ll the four valves uaed to control propellant flow. the aa1n fuel valve (HFV) 
was selected as the candidate for ca.posite aaterial application. 'Ibe HFV 
(Fig. 10) of the SSHE operates in a hydrogen environ.ent at an internal pressure 
of 6000 psi. In a LOX/CH4 engine. the HFV will contain _thane at about 
4000 psi. Valve subcollpoD~ts such as the housing. shaft. couplings. and end-
caps (Fig. 11 through 13) are candidates for discontinuous SiC/AI cOIIposite 
application. 
Engine Systeas 
Low-Pressure CryogeniC DuctiDJ. A study vas aade of the possibility of using 
composite IUterial substitutions for ele.ents of the low-pressure fueL and oxi-
dizer ducting on the SSHE. Tbioi vould closely approx:t.ate the ducting require-
ments for the baseline earth-to-orbit eosine (Fig. 14 and 15). 
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The subject ducts serve a dual purpose in that they transfer cryogenic propellants 
frOID the low- to the high-pressure fuel/oxidizer pu.ps and acc~ate the engine 
8imbaling motion. 
The latter function is accomplished by flexible bellovs joints presently con-
structed out of Inconel 118 (F!g. 16). 'Ibese joints ..te up amost SOX of the 
total duct weighc. - VelclabUity and ductU-Uy of existing .etal- aatrix c:a.po81tes-
prec~ude their use for the Inconel 118 bellows. 'Ibe internal linkage joint 
(F!g. 11) could be fabricated frOID SiC/AI cOIIpOsite. Joining the Inconel 718 
bellovs to the SiC/A! linkage joint requires diffusion bonding of tranaition 
sleeves to the linkage joint e1e_nta. _d welding or brazing the ends to the 
bellows. Present weight of the low-pressure fuel (LPF) and low-pressure oxidizer 
(LPO) betlows joints are 12 and 25 pounds. respectively. Replacing the 
Inconel 718 internal linkase with equivalent SiC/AI ca.posite would result in a 
3- and 7-pound weight savings per bellow joint. respectively. Vith three bellows 
joints per duct. the potential saving is 30 pounds. 
Present tubing I18ter1al is Inconel 118. Boroo/alua1nua .etal aatrix ca.pGsite is 
a suitable substitute. As vith the bell~ joints. diffus1on-bonded transition 
sleeves are required to transait the axial shear 10" frca the c08pOsite ducting 
to the bellows jointa and flanges. 
Fila.ent orientation in !/A! ca.posite tubing. other than 0·. i.e •• parallel to 
the tube axis. i. liaited by the nature of the fabrlcatioll process. Boron/ 
aluainua is aade by diffus1on-boad1ng .wtiple l.yer. of alaatnu. foU and boron 
fibers. In the case of B/A! tubing. the layers are •• ..-bled inside. tube and 
diffusion-bonded by internal pre.sure. aDd i. illustrated s~t1cally in 
Fig. 18. 'Ibis result. in ca.pre .. 1ng the layers ap1nst the fixed outer dta.eter 
of the tool. If any of the fiber layer. are oriented transverse to the tube 
axis. they are subjected to atre.. hoop stre ... s as they try to increase in 
length in response to the higb internal pressure, thu. resulting in tensUe fail-
ure of the fibers. The probl .. can be alleviated to 80M extent by or1ent.t1ng 
the fibers at an inter.ediate helix aDlle. III aay event, current fabrication 
.ethod. l~t the effectiveness of B/A! pre. sure tubtaa. 
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Discussion with the lI8Ilufacturer, A8ercon, indicates that this proble. can be 
alleviated almost ca.pletely by placing the circuaferentially wrapped fiber 
-
layers adjacent to the tool surface. This restricts the radial .ave.ent of 
fibers, thus reducing circuaferential elongation. 
Present weight of the Inconel 718 LPF and LPO tubing is 32 and 38 pour..ds, respec-
tively. E9uivalen~-~trength B~Al tubing for the fuel d~_t_w~ be approxma~ely_ 
12 pounds, and approxiaately 15 pounds for the oxidizer duct. 
'nle combined potential weight saving for the baseline earth-to-orbit engine LPF 
and LPO ducting through the selective substitution of .eta! .. trix ca.posites is 
57_pounds. 
The foregoing .eta! aatrix ca.posite substitution L~ predicated on develo~ts 
in diffusion bonding, particularly all_f~ to super 61101s and t-proved fabrica-
tion methods for B/Al co.posite pressure tubing. 
A listing of the .echan1cal properties of B/Al and SiC/Al ca.posites is shown in 
Table 7. 
The earth-to-orbit baaeliDe engine low-pressure propellant ducttng .wit acc~­
date the gillbaling .,tlon of the engine .s well as theraal. expansion. This is 
accomplished by the use of three bellows joints in each duct assellbly as illus-
trated in Fig. 14 and 15. 
Since these bellows joints represent .1.ost SOl of the propellant duct as&ellbly 
weight, a considerable ..aunt of effort baa been devoted to designing • .etal 
IIIiltrix cOllpOslte bellows. FabricatioD of the B/Al bellows is illustrated in 
Fig. 19. The asseably dr..tng of the BIAl bellows joints is shown in Fig. 20. 
An alternate design iDcorporating SiC/Al co.posite is shown in Fig. 21. 
Graphite/Epoxy (GrIEp) eo.posite Wound Lov Pressure Oxidizer a:1.i Fuel Ducting. 
An alternate Gr/Ep lov-presaure propellant ducting bas been investigated in place 
of the previous B/Al .eta! .. trix ducting. TIle GrIEp ca.pos1te is applied over 
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a 0.02D-_inch-thiclt 6061 Al welded sleeve. The fllaaent is applied longitudinally 
in prepreg tape (0' orientation), and the outer layers are wound circuaferen-
tially (90· orientation). 
The GrIEp overvraps a thickened alUlldnua convoluted ferrule at the end flanges 
and bellows joints for axial and hoop load reaction. 
Tbe possibility of separation of the GrIEp frOlll the aluainUll linE:r ci~ to tbenul 
cycling is a potential problea • .,particularly for the liquid hydrog~ ducting. 
Figure 22 illustrates the basic details of the duct configuration. 
Graphite-EPoxy Bozzle Jacket 
Considerable weight savings can be achieved on the esrth-to-orbit engine nozzle 
by incorporating a 16-layer (0.2D-inch thick), C:/Ep jacket over a REGEH tube 
bundle and light gauge Incanel 718 sheath. 'l'11e GrIEp is applied in 13 pl"epreg 
g~~es with 0"- fiber <?r.ientat1oo. _The outer three layers are wound -circuaferen-
tially (90· orientation) to react hoop loading~ 
To facilitate application of the GrIEp jacket, the coolant feed ducts to the tute 
bundle are welded to tube stub. after . pplying and euring the jacltet. 
Figure 23 illustrates the general construction of the nozzle, and Table 12 shows 
the potential weight savings tbrocgb substit~ting GrIEp co.posite for the .are 
conventional lletal jacket and :.at bands. Bote that the insulation weight 
requirements are also reduced t rough GrIEp ca.posite subEtitution due to its 
inherent insulation propertir-lIo. 
Technology Needed for the eo.ponent Application 
In this study, there are II8IlY technology areas identified for ca.pc)Qent applica-
tion. Those in need of technology developllent can be divided into two c9tego-
rles; i.e., the generic and the specific. 
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TABLE 12. EARTH-TO-ottBIT BASELINE mGIHE NOZZLE 
METAL DESIGN 
TUBE BUNDLE 
ORIGINAl PAGE IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 
WEIGHT 
POUNDS 
• COOLANT-TUBES - --- 288.3 
• PLATING TUBES 
• BRAZE 
2. AFT FUEL MANIFOlD 
5. MIXER SEPARATOR VALVE 
6. FORWARD OUTLET 
7. INLET DIFFUSER AND SUPPORT 
*8. BANOS 
*9. RINGS 
*10. HAT BANDS 
11. DRAIN LINES 
12. TRANSFER DUCTING 
13. CHNeER BYPASS DUCT 
14. INSULATION 
C(J4P()SITE DESIGN (REPlACES BOXED ITEMS ONlY): 
SHEATH (INCONEL 718) 
GRAPHITE EPOXY JACKET 
I NSULATI CIt 
BOXED ITEMS TOTAL 
COMPOSITE DESIGN TOTAL 
NET WEIGHT SAVING 
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TOTAL 
TOTAL 
50.2 
62.5 
120 
51.7 
156.3 
49.3 
124.3 
174.8 
192.9 
70.6 
122 
17.2 
1645.8 
261.5 
77.7 
2 4•7 
403.9 
657.7 
403.9 
253.8 
- .. =--
- ---
:..----
____ 4 _____ ~~ ... --.... - --'" ..... - .. -.--.,.. ... - .... ~~- .. ---"',..--------~----.--
Generic. 
Cryogenic Properties. Because .ny engine C01IIpODeDts are exposed to 
cryogenic temperatures during operation. it is nec~ssary to characterize the MMC 
materials' cryogenic. physical and llechanical properties. lbe aluainua alloys 
beco.e stronger and show high ductilitY_ at cryogenic teaperature; it r~ina to 
be seen whether aluminum HHC materials exhibit similar behavior. 
eo.patibility With Propellants. Compatibility tests should be run on HMC 
materials exposed to liquid rocket engine propellants. lbe environmental effect 
of propellants on the Jllecbanical properties of the HKC II&terials should also be 
studied. 
Thermal Cycle Fatigue Resistance. lbe~ cycling of liquid rocket engine 
ca.ponents will be a .ajor challenge to KHC material's performance because of the 
large thermal expansion differentials between the matrix I18terials and the 
reWorce.ents. 
Low Cycle Fatigue. The current baseline liquid rocket engines use ductile 
materials. It is foreseeable that the design properties and guidelines of MHC 
could be different fro. the current asterials. 
Whisker Orientation, Aspect Ratio Control. lbis is specifically for the SiC 
whisker-reinforced alll-1m- alloys. Currently. there is very limited data for 
this type of study. 
Specific. There are specific technology areas to be developed in the co.ponents 
selected and conceptually designed. 'these include the following. 
Anisotropic Properties of Whisker-Reinforced HHC Katerial. It is desirable 
to determine the shear strength of the whisker-reinforced alwainua in the plane 
in which DIOst of the whiskers lie after extrusion. No need for this study is 
required if a particulate co~osite such as CT-90 is used. 
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Diffusion-Bonding Tooling Design. Assuadng Ode can diffusion-bond the 
alWllinua HKC to dissimilar metals - (such as Inconel). it is suspected that the 
diffusion-bonding could require very high pressure (greater than 10 kai) at ele-
vated teaperatures. Aluminum alloy would flow readily UDder this condition. The 
diffusiGil-bonding design guidelines established for titaniua alloy low-pressure 
diffusion could be totally invalid. and special tooling and design guidelines 
should be established. 
Creep loming of BIAl Alloys. This is very iJlportant for the BIAl ducting 
design so that the BIAI tube could be bent properly. 
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TASK IV - CRITICALITY RANKING 
In Table 13. a swaary of criticality ranking of technology needs are assellbled. 
'nlree material systems are included: continuous fiber metal matrix cosaposite 
(HKC), discontinuous HHe, and polymer matrix cOllPosite. The technology needs for 
these materul:.- are different, as indicated frOll Table 13. There are-a- nimber -of-
steps involved in developing this table. 
First, a nUlllber for the relative figure of IIIerit of weight savings is assigned to 
each of the materials systems, and these numbers are marked as Column A as shown 
in-the table. 
Second, a number for the relative figure of merit of improved reliability, 
baproved maintenance, cost reduction, wider application, and improved performance 
are assigned as shown in the first row. 
Third. a number for the relative figure of .erit of program cost and probability 
of failure are assigned. These numbers are opposite the previous figure of 
merits, and a negative sign is assigned. 
After assigning these numbers, we start assigning values for the technology needs 
to each of the figures of merit. For example, the technology of fiber matrix 
coapatibility improve.ent bas higbest impact on the reliability of the composite; 
a value of 10 is a •• igned. Therefore, the weighted figure of merit of this 
specific technology need in the consideration cf !~roving reliability is 80 (or 
8 x 10. 
Following the example .cntioned above, a total technology need's weighted figure 
of merit is calculated. For exaaple, this value (B) for the transition piece is 
computed by: 
5 x [Improved Reliability, 8) + 10 x [Iaproved Maintenance, 6) + 
7 x [Cost Reduction, 5) + 8 x [Wider Application, 7] + 
6 x [Improved Performance, 5) + 6 x [Prograa Co.~, -6) 
+2 x [Probability of Failure, - 10] - 165. 
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Finally. Column B is multiplied by Column A to yield a score for criticality 
ranking. 
The criticality ranking list in Table 13 is one approach to identifying tech-
nology needs. The polymer matrix manufacturing automation technology is rated 
nu8lber one. This means that the pursuit-of-this technology prograa should~e8Ult 
in the highest return for composite .a~erials application to liquid rocket 
engines. The recent tremendous advancelle1lt in this area through the effort of the 
composite .. te~ials industry should help to build an engineering prototype ca.-
posite ca.ponent ready to be tested soon in an engine syste.. 
In conjunction with the criticality ranking of technology needs for ca.posite 
_terials. the weight saving potential of composite uterials is. valued on the 
specific strength and specifiC lIIOdulus of the systea. In Fig. 24. a plot of 
various materials systems positioned in a specific strength and specific ~ulus 
is shown. This figure is refined to reflect the relative weight saving poten-
- - - - -- --
tials borne out frca the conceptual design work we have perfor.ed. It can be 
seen that a position for the GriEp was established in this figure. Another posi-
tion is also created for the particulate SiC-reinforced %7090 alua1nua alloys. 
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TASK V - FOLLOW-oN TASKS 
During this evaluation. our experience with the selected baseline engines has 
provided valuable component design and fabrication background in establishing 
component requirements and design configurations for ca.posite .. terial appli-
cations. It should be realized that cOliponent deaigns intended for c08pOsite 
material applications may be- quite different froa- existing designs developed 
for conventional metallic fabrication. Both near- and far-tel'lll technology 
requirelleDt8 were considered in this task. The required technology target date 
for the specified technology readiness date of 1987 for orbit-to-orbit engines 
and 1991 for earth-to-orbit engines is dictated by the de.onstration level of 
technology re8diness that is selected froa Fig. 25. It is assumed that the 
level of readiness. as interpreted in the CotIposite Material Application for 
Liquid Rocket Engines Prograa. would be through the Conceptual Design Tested 
(level 3) d8ll101lstration phase. This selected level will dictate the component 
technology selected for this task effort. 
A summary of the Rocketdyne reccn.ended follow-on tasks is illustrated in 
Table 14. The numbers in the technology needs colu.1 are identified in the 
Criticality Banking Chart (Table 13). 
In the ranking analysis. the a.phasis for the selection of follow-on parts among 
all the previously reviewed coaponents is based on producibility. applicability. 
and cost effectiveness. The last ice. affects both the critical value of 
schedule and probability of succeas within the allocated funding. It is well 
recognized that the application of c08pOsites to liquid rocket engines is a 
relatively new prograa. and engin~ coaponents differ significantly in geOlletry. 
loadings. and responses. Consequently. our selections IlUSt coaply with the 
fundamental rules of ranltiDg characteristics reported earlier. The candidates 
are the main fuel valve (KFV). low-pressure propellant ducting. giJlbal bearing. 
high-pressure fuel puIIp shaft .leeves. shaft. and nozzle extensions. In view 
of cost effectiveness and producibility. the high-pressure fuel pump is removed 
from the final consideration for the follov-on task. Three coaponents can be 
fabricated from a SiC/AI billet and/Qr SiC/AI sheet. and the nozzle extension 
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TABLE 14. ROCKETDYNE RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-OO TASKS 
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY NEEDS PROGRAM DURATION 
1. LOW PRESSURE PROPELLANT DUCTING 1,8,7, a, 8. ", 12, 14, a 15 1aT024MOS 
DUCTING 8081 AI LINER WITH GRIEP : 
JOINTS a FLANGES DISCONTINUOUS SiC/AI MMC I 
BELLOWS DISCONTINUOUS SiCIAI MMC I 
I 00 
2. HIGH PRESSURE FUEL PUMP 8, 8a 10 : 12MOS "'::0 
SHAFT SLEEVES SlC/AI. DISCONTINUOUS ~~, , 0);. 
J. GIMBAL aEARINGS ASSEMBLY 8, a a 1 SIC/AI, DISCONTINUOUS 12MOS :Or-
.0-0 
4. MAIN FUEL VALVE . I, 7,8,la 10 I 1aMOS ~l» 
HOUSING SIC/AI, DISCONTINUOUS I rG) 
SHAFT SIC/AI, DISCONTINUOUS ;J; 
\ 
, \ 
\ 
COUPLING SIC/AI, DISCONTINUOUS 
, 
, 
8. HIGH PRESSURE FUEL PUMP 2.3,4a 6 
, 
24 TO 30MOS 
SHAFT SlCITITANIUM, CONTINUOUS 
: 
8. REGEN COOLED NOZZLE 11, 12, 13, 14, 1& a HIGH TEMP INSULATION 24 TO 3OMOS 
STRUCTURAL JACKET GRIEP I I 
I 
, 
, 
7. COMBUSTION CHAMaER 1" 12, 13, 14, 1& a HIGH TEMP INSULATION a4T030MOS 
STRUCTURE JACKET GRIEP 
8. ACTUATOR STRUT 1 a 2B1A1 12MOS 
t. NOZZLE EXTENSION " 2, 3, 4, IS AND CARBON-CARBON 12MOS 
, 
-NUMBERS - REFERENCE CRITICALITY RANKING 
,I 
- _ .. ---.... - -~ .. ---- ...... ~---- --------.. --------
-
can be fabricated frOta a carbon-carbon ca.p08ite. !be desiga of the .. in valve. 
ducting. and g1Jl:)al bearing is given in the following sections~ A su.ary of 
the results is provided in Table 1S. and associated _tbodology is given in 
Appendix B. 
n is a well-known fact that the structural systea in an optt.. study _t 
iJitegrate the opUwf ud _terial systeas as illustrated in Fig;- -26 to baDdle -
the structural systea reapooses frOta either external excitations aDd/or inter-
actiOll8. It is clearly seen that the SiC/A! cOllpOSite is a logical choice for 
the three coapoDents selected by a rankin, process. However. fatigue and creep 
effects are not considered in the ~arisoa because of insufficient fatigue 
and creep data 00- SiC/Ai ~site. -As observed in Table 15. the weight reduc-
tion is a aint.a when the existing part is highly stressed with a high-strength 
uter1al of relatively low density such as the titaniua gDbal bearing. On the 
other band. the weight reduction aD be dr_tically attractive vbea the part 
is lIOderate1y stressed with a hiab-strength _terial of relati.~ly high density 
such as the HFV of lDcooel 7:8. In sbort. the bou:Jda of weight reductioD is 
.... .. .. .. ---
frOta 11% for the gDbal bearing to 40% for the HPV of lDcoael 718. It is to be 
DOted that this upper Uait of 4\.~ weight reductioD will be reduced to 29% when 
the valve coasiders both titani. aDd lDcoael 718. The translatioD of this 
weight reductioc into the structural systea effic1eDcy in a restricted study is 
the iapact of the systea optiaizatioD. and ODe of the pr1..e objectives to be 
pursued in the follov-oa tasks. 
The Selection of Co!poaents for Follow-oo Tasks 
the cOllpODents listed have been selected 00 the basis of the benefits. parti-
cularly weight reduction. to be p1Ded frca the applicatioD of COIIpOSite 
I113terials as stressed in Task II. and to the extent to vh1.c:h such application 
requires addressing n~rous tecbDology aeeda identified in Task 111 &ad given 
high criticality ranking in Task IV. 
Table 15 is a suaaary of cOliponent cOllpOsite uter1a1s applicatiOD. and the 
technology needs and prograa duratiOD associated with thea. PrOta the criteria 
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TABLE 15. FOLLOW-oN COMPONENTS StntWlY 
WEIGHT 
PRESENT WEIGHT. WEIGHT. REDUCTION. 
MATERIALS POUNDS COMPOSITES POUNDS I 
T1-6AL-6V-2SN 46.1 SIC/7090 41.0 11 
BILLET 
TI-6AL-6V-2SN 42.1 SIC/7090 31.0 11 
BILLET 
T1-6AL-6V-2SN 6.2 SIC/7090 5.0 11 
BILLET; 
T1-SAL-2.5SN 30.4 SIC/7090 22.8 25 
IN(;U 118 lj4.5 BILLET JJ.O 4U 
INCO 118 11.0 SIC/7090 6.1 40 
BILLET 
TI-SAL-215SN 6.8 SIC/7090 5.1 25 
IN(;O 118 12.4 BILLET, 7.5 40 
LOW-CARBON 1.69 SIC/7090 3.5 40 
STEEL BILLET 
INCO 118 
--
SIC/7415-T6 
-- --SHEET I 
INCO 118 12.6 SIC/7090 8.2 31 
21-6-9 CRES IS/INCH 6061 LINER. 11/INCH 28 
GRAPHITE FIBER 
A-286 CRES 82.1 CARBON-CARBON 55.0 33 
FABRICATION 
TECHNIQUE 
MACHINING OF A 
SIC/AL BILLET 
MACHINING OF A 
SIC/AL BlLLET 
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previously stated. one can select the components for coqposite material 
application follow-on tasks. Five items are identified belg •• 
1. 
2. 
The low-pressure propellant ducting with a total score of 10.434 
The regenerative-cooled nozzle structural jacket. with a total score of 
5072 
3. The KFV with a total score of 4896 
4. The nozzle extensions with a total score of 4880 
5. A gilllbal bearing with a total score of 3584 
The number one choice is the low-pressure propellant ductings. joints. and 
flanges. This covers a wide variety of composite application technology for 
liquid rocket engines. and includes both MHC and FMC materials. 
The next three number choices have similar score ratings. However. the HFV 
should se salected as-the second choice.-because the application of discontinuous 
metal matrix composites have emerged rapidly in recent years. The HFV fabrica-
tion would be the first of this type of component. Whereas. poly.er matrix CaD-
posite technology is relatively mature. most of the current activity is concen-
trated on manufacturing automation. 
The gimbal bearing (Fig. 27) was selected as the third choice. and it is a highly 
stressed component of Ti-6AI-6V-25H with .inu.um factors of safety at several 
regions such as the body frame. clevis of seat. and the retainer cap of the block 
and shaft. Coqpatibility is not a problem with either fuel or oxidIzer. The use 
of SiC/7090 particulate in a bll~et for- can be cost effective in fabricating 
this part. D1menaig~1 stability of the material is an I.portant requir~nt. 
because the gimbal bearing is sensitive to variations in stiffness under operat-
ing conditions. A modified bearing gaometry is shown in the text for a SiC/AI 
composite. Using the same factor of safety basis. ~ weight reduction is still 
possible. However. an 11% weight savings did not warrant its selection for a 
follow-on task. In Table 15. a list of the top four choices for follow-on tasks 
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is presented. The detailed technical approaches, cost, and schedules of three 
follow-on tasks for composite materials application will be discussed in the sub-
sequent sections. 
Composite Materials Application for Low-Pressure Propellant Ducts 
The low-pressure propellant duct is s~ in Fig. 28. It ~s_made up o~ ~hree 
components; articulated bellow joints. ducting, and flanges. Composite materials 
will be used in all components. The t;echn1cal approach and discussion follow. 
Technical Approach 
There are several design concepts each of which are described as follows: 
1. A metal matrix B/Al c~site with the original articulated bellow 
joints and flanges 
2. A metal ducting overwrapped with polymer matrix composite 
3. A met.l matrix composite materials bellow joints and flanges 
The ducting could be made from a single-ply, discontinuous metal matrix composite 
by superplastic foraing Inconel 718 material or by a _tal liner overwrapped with 
polymer outrix composite materials. The articulated bellow joints could be 
assellbled together by a diffusion bonding process or by brazing. The flange-to-
ducting joints could be fabricated by diffusion bonding or brazing. 
In the low-pressure ductings, the overwrap polYJler aatrix cOllPosite would have a 
marginal weight reduction over Ii single-ply design because there is a a1n~ 
metal liner thickness required. In the single-ply ducting design. both 
Inconel 718 materials and SiC/A! alloys were considered. In the Inconel 718 
materials application, dissiailar !letal joining at the flanges and the bellow 
joints are encountered. In the SiC/ A! design, only aluainu.-tn-alu.1nua alloy 
joining is required. 
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The weight savings for each of th,: ab~e desi~s are significant. The final 
selection of the design would be based on structural criteria and ease of fabri-
cation. Each of the designs involves a different type of technology and bas the 
potential for failure. In the first phase of a follow-on task. the technology 
program for each of the design concepts would be developed and evaluated. The 
final selection would be approved by NASA. 
Structural Considerations of Low-Pressure Ducting and Bellows Joints - --
The study of ducting and bellows has been reported in the previous sections. The 
addition of an axially constrained flex-joint co~letes the ducting system. The 
function of such a joint is to prevent the excessive strain of an associated bel-
low. In operation. the bellows are relatively highlY-stressed, possibly in the 
strain-hardening state. To maintain the flexibility of a flexiline. the longi-
tudinal load. pressure induced. must be transferred from one end of a bellow to 
the other by way of a flexijoint. Except for the stresses near the welds, the 
joints are moderately loaded. Therefore. the use of SiC/AI is feasible. Diffu-
sion bonding is to be utilized for jo~~~g the ~ellow and_~be leg~ of the flexi-
joint. As stated previously. the bellow can be hot-pressed with a die; a weight 
reduction of 40% is expected in this case. 
Environmental Effects on the GrIEp Composite Materials 
In the application of polymer utrix composite materials. one of the major con-
cerns is moisture absorption of a PHC material. The moisture absorption of PHC 
materials is a diffusion-controlled process. In other words. at a given telllpera-
ture, it takes a certain amount of time for the PHC to be saturated with moisture • 
. 
Typically. the glass transition teJIPerature decreases as a function of equilib-
riUlll moisture coacen\ration. It is also reported that, in the presence of exter-
nal loads. the moistur~ initial abaorption rate and effective diffusivity would 
increase to degrade the FMC properties. 
Two distinct phena.ena have to be cons1dered when the effect of moisture on FRP 
characteristics is studied. One is the "instantaneous" influence of the mere 
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presence of water within the multiphase cOmposite material where it plays the 
role of a fourth phase. in addition to fiber. matrix. and interface. The 
pr~sence of water during the mechanical test has an effect aaialy OD strength and 
viscoelastic behavior of the material. which is expected to be reversible and to 
disappear on thorough drying. 
The second phenomenon is chemical in nature and manifests itself by long-tera. _ 
irreversible degradation of FRP properties. To ~DStrate this effect. two dif-
ferent cOlllllercial epoxy resin matrix formulations. a "mediua-teaperature" systea 
and a "high temperature" system. were tested in tension after tJ.ersion in hot 
water. Dried specimens of the mediu.-teaperature resin were stronger than their 
wet counterparts. The reverse was the case with specimens based on the high-
temperature resin. 
In the follaw-on task. the resin moisture absorption and its potential as a dry-
out treatment will be considered. A proper resin systea vi11 be selected to 
satisfy the liquid rocket engine operating enviroaDent. 
Joining of Inconel 71B-SiC/Ai Ductins and Bellows Assemblies by Brazing 
Brazing offers two distinct advantages over diffusion bonding for fabricating 
this type of hardware. First. the lower pressures required for brazing would 
permit the design of simpler tooling. and the required loads could be applied 
with gas-inflated pressure bags reacting against rigid tooling. Secondly. since 
joining must occur at relatively low t~ratures (approxiaately 1000 F) process-
ing time would be reduced by brazing. The parts need to be heated only long 
enoagh to reach an appropriate unifora te.perature and to allow sufficient time 
- -
for braze alloy distribution. within the joint. Vith diffusion bonding. the hard-
ware must be held at teaperatures long eaough for adequate diffusion to occur for 
formation of a true metallurgical bond. Another advantage of brazing over diffu-
sion bonding is that brazing does not require plastic deforaation and. therefore. 
makes the basic design easier. 
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To develop a successful brazing technique, several areaa aust be addressed. 
These include: 
1. Selection of a braze alloy compatible with the alloys to be joined, the 
expected service environment, and the braze te.perature It.itations 
imposed by the hardware. Typically, two or three braze alloys will be 
selected for each of the braze coupon samples. The braze quality v11l 
be evalUated initially by metallographic pxaafnation. 
2. Evaluation of requirements for surface preparation prior to braz1a& 
(e.g., nickel plating) 
3. Evaluation of effects of differential thermal expansion during brazing 
4. Tooling requirements 
5. Development of an inspection technique such aa ultrasonic inspection or 
radiographic inspection 
These questions could be answered by a It.ited develop.eut progr_. All ques-
tions except ite118 3 and 4 cculd be investigated througb.- braze testa with st.ple, 
flat coupon specimens. Investigation of itea& 3 aDd 4 would require spect.ens 
which simulate actual hardware geometry. 
The Materials and Producibilitv of Articulated Bellows JoiDts 
The convoluted bellows would be ..de frca a superplaat1c SiC/A! (7475) ca.posite 
material. To a1niaize fatigue daaage. the bell!JWS would be t-iDated. The coat 
saving by foming the bellows superplastically could be very ai8llificant. 
The evacuated structural c~llar would be Mde of-SiC/6061 Al ~aite to facU-
itate closeout welding. The SiC/6061 A! ca.posite .. terials are the only fusion-
weldable aluainua composite .. terials available. 
In the tripod joints, the lega will be aade out of a SiC/X1090 al..tnwa alloy. 
This aterial baa the highest strength aIIOD8 all the al •• fm• coapos1te .. terials. 
High strength is utilized to .1n1• 1 ze the thickness of the legs to avoid 
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disturbing the fuel flow. The bellows, the evacuated structural collar. the 
ducting. and the tripod legs will be aasembled together by a diffusion-bonding 
process. After the diffusion is cOlllplete. a vacuua will be attained in the col-
lar to provide insulation. A primary feature of t;.is fabrication method is that 
minimal handling is required; consequently. the quality is expected to be 
consistent. 
The Materials and Produeibility of Ducting 
Several ideas have been conceived to obtain a lightweight tubular ducting using 
cOlllpOsite I18ter1als. These include (1) a !letal liner overwrapped with pol,.er 
matrix cOlllposite materials. and (2) a discontinuous SiC .e~~ I118t!.ix composite. 
In the first design concept. the I18jor technology issue is to provide a curved 
thin metal liner (as thin as 0.010 inch). Based on an industry survey. the cur-
rent state-of-the-art technology ainimua thickness It.itation is about 
0.050 inch. Thinner metal liners create serious baudliDg probleas. This was one 
of the most serious probleas encountered by a Hart~-Marietta program in light-
weight composite feedlines for cryogenic space vehicles. In the lew-pressure 
ducting (e.g., 700 psi for low-pressure oxidizer ductiDIs). the 0.050 inch thick 
Inconel 718 _terial is thick enough to .eet the structural criteria. Overwrap-
ping in this case would not be required. The deletion of glaas/epoxy overwrap 
significantly improves the overall cost savings. 
In the second concept. a U.gbtveigbt. high-strength SiC/Al ca.pDsite would be 
used. This could be superplasUcally for.ed. It is coaceivable that using the 
superplastic composite aaterials. a curved. thin ductin& (0.03o-1nch thickness) 
could be fabricated. 
This concept, as previously reported U&iDg a B/Al c:o.posite. is not considered in 
view of the apparent advantages of alternative approaches. The BIAl concept is 
complicated and very costly. 
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Regardless of what materials are used fox: the_propellant ducting. sound and 
practical joints to the flange and articulated bellow joinU IllUSt be provided. 
Diffusion bonding. brazing. and fusioo welding would be coaaidered. DissiJailar 
metal joints investigated by Hartin Huietta. us1.ni; explosive bonding and co-
extrusion would be evaluated. 
Superplastic Deformation of SiC/AI and Inconel 718 Materials 
The superplasticity of a saterial is characterized by mechanical properties wher~. 
at certain tesaperatures (typically around 0.5 to 0.6 of the melting temperature) 
and certain pressures. the aater1al possesses a perfectly plastic (no elastic 
sprlDgback) defot1ll8tion with elongati~ greater _ tlum 300%. The deformation can-
stituent equations are: 
a - K En (1) or & - K' an 
K. K' are aaterials constants 
a - Stress 
C - Strain rate 
.- Strain rate exponent 
n - Stress exponent 
lIbere. typically •• is equal to about 0.5 for superplastic I118terials. 
For a liquid. the • value is equal to 1. The high value of • illustrates the 
ability of the aater1als to avoid "necking down" of the structural part. For 
exa.ple. in the equation above. vben a necking occurs. the localized stress (a) 
at that point would increase. The 10v value of n (superplastic aaterials) would 
prevent the rapid iDcrease of the E (strain rate) at that location aod. therefore. 
provide a UDifora deforaation thrOU&bout the part. These characteristics are 
particularly useful for a blov-for.1Da ?roceas where a UDifora low gas pressure 
(typically 500 psi) is applied to blow a sheet aaterial into a final sbape. as 
illustrated in Fig. 29. 
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Rockwell International is the technical leader in the area of superplastic 
forming and diffusion bonding. Currently. there are many superplastically formed 
Ti-6V-4Al parts in the B-1 structure. Rockwell also has a proprietary position 
in the SiC/AI composite and Inconel 718 alloys. This expertise could be chan-
neled into the follow-on tasks of both the ductings and the convoluted bellows. 
A superplastically formed Inconel 718 test piece is shown in Fig. 30. 
Design Description 
Recent work at the Rockwell Science Center has demonstrated the superplasticity 
of SiC/AI. This characteristic. combined with diffusion bonding. opens the door 
for unique fabrication techniques in the manufacture of propellant duct 
assemblies. 
The following design description covers the fabrication of a subscale duct. bel-
lows. and flange assembly and could be used to meet one of the follow-on task 
requirements of the composite material application program. The assembly is 
illustrated in Fig. 31. 
The materials used in the duct assembly cover the current ra~ge of SiC/AI com-
posites. The duct and bellows are fabricated out of SiC/AI with a 7475 Al matrix. 
It is consolidated by spraying SiC powder on superplastic 7475 Al foil and stack-
ing multiple sheets. The stack is hot-press-forged in vacuum and extruded or 
rolled into s~amless tubing. The tubing to be used for the duct is bent to con-
tour prior :0 insertion in a split die. Heat and pressure are applied to super-
plastically expand the tubing to its final shape (see Fig. 29). The bellows are 
made from similar seamless tubing. To t.prove the fatigue strength of the bel-
lows. tva plies and two forming cycles are used. The outer surface of the inner 
bellows is flame-coated with an inhibitor spray-to preclude-diffU3ion bonding of 
the two plies. The bellows construction and tooling die are illustrated in 
Fig. 32. 
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The tripod swivel joint constrains the bellows assemt.ly axially and- is-lPade- fro. 
SiC/Al with a 7090 Al matrix. This is a DWA material and is currently the high-
est_s~re~gth SiC/~ composite. In the interests of economy. the tripod would be 
forged to net shape with a :rlnimum of final machining. The tripod is similar in 
design to the bellows joint successfully uSed on the -sm. 
Two channel rings support the bellows and. when the open sides are welded with 
closure disks. provide structural stiffness against axial loading and closed tor-
roidal cavities that can be evacuated for improved ~~at~on against cryogeni_c __ _ 
propellant boiloff. These are machbed out of SiC/Al with a 6061 Al matrix. 
This is relatively loy-strength SiC/Al. but it can be welded. 
The flanges are machined out of SiC/ Al with a 7090 Al matrix. These are diffu-
sion bonded to both ends of the duct. and provide a mounting support for ~he test 
fixture. 
The final assembly of the duct and bellows test unit is carried out by bolting 
the various split die Mdules into two units. inserting the duct and bellows com-
ponents into the cavity. and closing the die. Beat and pressure can now be 
- - -
applied to 9iffusion bond the assembly into-an-integrated whole. Following 
removal and inspection of the bonded aseembly. the two closure disks are fusion-
welded to the channel rings as illustrated in Fig. 31. 
Typical illustrations of two cryogenic bellows are shown in Fig. 33 and 34. 
Figure 33 is a LOX bellows joint with a single bellows. Figure 34 has two bel-
lows with the space between the bellows evacuated to insulate the joint against 
the .are severe boiloff proble. of liquid hydrogen. Both joints are constructed 
entirely out of SiC/Al and have great weight and cost saving potential over simi-
lar components fabricated fra. Inconel 718 and stainless steel • 
COmposite Materials Application for Main Fuel Valves (MFV) 
This component is one of the priae subasseablies in any engine systea. It is 
subjected to a cryogenic fuel with relatively low pressurization. The hOUSing 
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and cap are made of Ti-SAl-259N, but the alternatives are Inconel 718. The 
shaft and ball are Inconel 718. The coupler is of low-carbon steel. Struc-
-
turally, they are treated either as a thick cylindrical shell or an irregular 
spheric:al shell with the flange as plates. Tbe primary stresses are pressure 
induced, while the thermal'influence tends to counteract against the internal 
pressurization. For conservatism, the secondary thermal stresses are neglected. 
However, in the fatigue investigation, ~he cyclic effet,.t" of both te.perature 
and pressure is noted. Except at the wall outlet of the body, the parts are 
mt"derately stressed. Consequently, the existing design- is adequate -with the 
substitution of sre/7090 Al composite. This ca.posite is a billet of particu-
late reinforcement in the .. trix. It can be conveniently considered as 
grossly isotropic. Local increases of wall thickness at the outlet of the 
housing by about 20% is all the necessary gea.etrical JDOCiification required to 
make the new design structurally--acceptable. the avaUability of sre/Al bUlets 
makes the fabrication possible within a relatively short t:lJDe period. Details 
on the weight reduction realized are given in the summary table (Table 9). 
Tec~~ical Discussion and Approaches 
The SSHE HFV (a 2.500-inch-diameter ball valve) represents a typical valve 
application for e70aluating composites for higb-perforwance cryogenic valves. 
Detail parts considered for fabrication fras ca.posites will include the valve 
housing, shaft, end cap, and valve-to-actuator coupling. The current designs 
use titanium alloy for the housing and end cap and Inconel 718 for the shaft 
and coupling. In the evaluation, the thermal and structural characteristics 
would be of major concern. 
The housing, shaft, and end cap would be redes1ped, using cOllpOsite .aterials. 
The parts will be_ analyzed st~t~a1ly using finite-e1e.ent analysis and 
consider ing pressure, external, tber.al, and vibration loads. Special at tent ion 
would be focused on critical areas of high local stress caused by stress 
concentration. Data froa previous pressure tests on a strain-gaged housing 
would be utilized to opt:la1ze the housinS analysis. Parts would be fabricated 
J 
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to be used in conjunction with existing detail parts to buUd a valve as&ellbly. 
Pressure te'lts woUld be run on the housing aad end cap using stress coat-and 
strain gages to evaluate the stress distribution and optimize the designs. A 
.ajor design goal is to redesign the three parts in such a way that they can 
be integrated into an existing SSKE valve design without impacting engine inter-
faces. One anticipated problem area is threaded inserts for the engine duct 
bolts; current design uses high-strength bolts. Tests would be conducted on 
inserts installed in cOlllposite aaterials to en$~re tba~ ~ey meet ~I¥:_ cu~rent 
requiresaents. Splines in the shaft and coupling also saay be a problem, and the 
design would be evaluated both analytically and by tesC to ensure their struc-
cural and life capabilities. A _jor goal is to design the composite parts 
so that they are physically interchangeable with the current details. This 
permits-the-colllposite-to be asse.bled-vith existing parts to complete a valve 
assembly for test. 
Thermal 
Composite materials have different ther.al contraction coefficients than the 
existing parts. Because-the desigO fa for-service-in liquid hydrogen~-signi­
ficant changes in hardware du.msiODs and fits occur during chilldown from 
ambient to cryogenic temperature. Particularly, critical elements are the 440C 
shaft bearings on the shaft and in the bouaing, the dynamic sbaft seals, and 
the guides for the ball seal lUtinS lleCbania. Rock'!t engine valves and lines 
used for liquid hydrog~n are insulated to prevent liquid air condensation on 
their outer surfaces. The current hOUSing Is insulated with foam, which is 
protected with a nickel-plate shell. A _thad of insulating cOSlpOslte parts 
and providing a protective shell over the insulation would be developed. 
Ceneral 
Ceneral design probleSlS which "1 occur with cOllpOsite lllaterials would be 
evaluated during the des1&n phase, aDd aaalyzed and tested as required. Tests 
would b~ run to detersaine the veal' characteristics of the shaft and ball and 
their associated seals when used in h1&b-pressure (high seal load) applications. 
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Even slight wear generates p:lrticles which cause seals to leak. Static seals 
also may create problelll8 becauSe of the- high unit load on the .tal-to-metal 
seal contact area. Plastic defonaation of the seal contact area_.ay create __ 
leak paths on a second seal installation. Mechanical wear is not expected to 
be a problem because of the relatively low contact velocities and contact 
loads and low cycle life require.nt. A life endurance test would be run to 
verify the capability of the composites to .et the wear and life require~ts. 
The prilDary stresses are pressure induced. while the therul influence tends 
to counteract against the internal pressuriZ3tion. For conservatism. the 
secondary thermal stresses are Deglected. However, in the fatigue investiga-
tion. the cyclic effect of both te.perature and pressure is noted. Except at 
the outlet wall of the- body.- tbe-parts- are .ooeTately stressed. Consequently. 
the existing design is adequate with the substitution of SiC/7090 AI composite. 
This composite is a billet with particulate reinforce.nt in the .atrix. It 
can be conveniently considered as grossly isotropic. A local increase of about 
20% in vall thickness at the outlet of the housing is all the necessary 
geometrical modification required to .ate the new design structurally accept-
--- - - - - - - -- -
able. The av&ilability of SiC/AI billet EkeS the fabrication possible within 
a relatively short tilDe. Details on weight reduction are given in the SWIIIII8ry. 
DeSign Considerations 
1. Thermal 
a. Bearing installation - consider coefficient of theru1. contraction 
effect on bearing fits 
b. Coefficient of therul contraction effect on bellows and CUI 
follower loads for ball -seal-
c. Contraction eifect on shaft to housing - clearance &.all enough 
for seal support 
d. Shaft thrust spring - load reduction due to tberul coefficient. 
e. Method of applying insulation - will _terials take plasaa spray 
and plating? 
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f. Guide f its with temperature 
g. Housing chill time versus titanium. 
2. Structural - Housing and Shaft 
a. Ductility problems due to local high stresses or stress 
concentration 
b. Thermal stresses at joints with diss:1milar materials 
c. C01IIbined load3 - thermal. pressure. and mechanical 
d. Housing strength - adding uterial may not incre;se strength 
sufficiently 
e. Insert installation - thread requirements and material 
f. Load capacity of shaft splines and coupling slider bearings 
g. Capacity of CaJll to take CaJIl follower bearing Hertz stress 
h. Bearing load on shaft - will it need wider race? 
i. Structural testa with stress coat. strain gages. etc •• required. 
3. General 
a. Wear characteristics of _terial with dynaaic seals with high 
pressUre and hi&h unit--load shaft seals and ball seal 
b. Static seal - will _terial take high unit loads of sealing land 
without plastic deformation? 
c. Several locations have _all du-ter screws - do they create 
special problems? 
d. Grooves for bearing retainers - is thin Up a probleJll? 
e. _Will sealing surfaces be .ore easily dauged in asse.,ly. 
handling. cleaning. etc.? 
f. SSKE vabes have hi&h velocity - is there .ore potential of 
cavitation daaage with this .. ter1al? 
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The Fabrication of the SiC/AI Main Fuel Valve 
The candidate materials for the-MFV are particulate SiC-reinforced alloys~­
These materials have isotropic properties and can be fabricated by the conven-
tional forming techniques such as forging. extrusion. and secondary machining. 
The main feature of these materials. which differ from the conventional 
homogenous materials. are (1) they have low ductility (currently 3 to 5% 
ductility is obtainable). and (2) the mechanical propercies. including the 
strength- and ductility. are blproved with hot working. Yhis hot working 
apparently improves the distribution of SiC particles to promote better 
mechanical properties. These two features have imposed special constraints 
in the design of the HFV. 
Rocketdyne has expertise in engine designs-dealing-with both features of the 
particulate SiC/AI composite materials. For example. Koc:ketdyne has been 
designing engine components using beryllium alloys in 1tS-27. HX and some 
250-pound-thrust class small engines. The alloys are considered very brittle 
and have only 2% to 4% elongation. 
On the hot-working related mechanical properties of aiirlals;-RocJtetdyne has 
used thermal mechanical processed (TMP) alloys for liquid rocket engine 
components. This includes lncoloy 903 for high-pressure turbopUllp components. 
and Waspa10y for the turbine shaft and disk. in vbich the finish forging 
op~rations (the final 40% - 50% reduction) are perforaed at temperatures 
below the gamma prime solvus. Upon subsequent beat treatment. only part of 
the residual strain (from low-temperature deformation) is relieved. and the 
strengthening due to retained strain and precipitation hardening are synergistic. 
The material cost of SiC/AI is also a concern. Generally speaking. the material 
costs about $200/1b. It is highly desirable to utilize net shape forging 
technology to make parts. This feature of ainiaizing ucbining and maximizing 
mechanical properties poses a _jor challenge to an application of all alloy 
materials encountered today. One of the subtasks of the KFV ca.posite applica-
tion will be devoted to the forging and aachining tradeoff analysis. 
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The Effect of "nlermal Mechanical Processing on the Mechanical 
Properties of SiC C01IIPosite Materials 
-
It was shown that hot working (rolling. forging) illlproved the strain to 
failure for particulate SiC-reinforced aluminum composite materials. For 
exaple. a 30% hot rolling (1000 F) has caused a 25V/O SiC/CT-go (or SiC/X7090) 
significant increase in both strength (frOlll go to 115 ksi) and ductility 
(1% to 2%). The effect of hot working is more pronounced on the heat-treated 
- -- - -
_ter1als. This could be due to two reasons: (1) hot working illproves boudfDg 
between the metal matrix and the particles. and (2) hot working breaks up the 
segregated structure and illlproves the alloy hOlDOgeneity. 
Fro. extensive studies it was found that the .chanical properties of 
- - -- - - - - - - - - --- - -
SiC/X70go aluainUIII is .ost sensitive to a thermal mechanical process. There 
are appreciable data available that indicate the practicability of translating 
the basic material's response to hot working into cOlllplex forging shapes. 
In "",isker SiC-reinforced alwa1nua alloy. however. hot working has an inter-
esting effect on the .echanical properties of the _terials. Hot working 
causes the whisker to orient toward the rolling direction and creates properties 
anisotropy. Also. hot workin& tends to break up the whisker. and this cOlIPli-
cates the properties control of the .terials. 
Co!posite Materials Application for Rozzle E7tensions 
The state-of-the-art design of the typical orbit-to-orbit nozzle uses a 
regeneratively cooled section fro. the throat to the inter.ediate expansion 
ratio and a tubular duap-cooled extension to the DOzzle exit. Full regenerative 
cooling is undesir2ble bec:auM of the high e~ansion ratio required to obtain 
optiJlua perfor.ance in the orbital enviroDa!nt. Alternatives to the tubular 
dUIIIP-cooled concept have arisen due to the cost and c:c.ple::dty of the tubular 
design. These alternatives have centered on radiation-cooled concepts using 
refractory .tals or carbon-carbon co.posites. A coapariaon of the three 
prt.ary nozzle extension concepts is shown in Table 16. 
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TABLE 16. COMPARISON or NOZZLE EXTEHSIOH DESICHS 
FOR A 15K OIlBlT-TO-oRBlT £He IRE 
COOlANT LIFE 
WEIGHT • REQUIREtOT. TIt£. 
CONCEPT lBH lBM/SEC CYCLES t«)lRS 
-
TUBE WAlL 83 0.36 300 10 
DlW COOlED 
- - - -
COLUMBIUM REFRACTORY 95 0.1 COATING 
DEPENDENT 
COOLED ATIACtHHT 
CARBON-cARBON COtl'OS ITE 56 0.1 lItDEFINED 
- -
- - ---- ------
- -
COOLED ATIACHt£NT I 
It can be seen that the carbon-carbon desip offers sign if !cant cost and-
weight advantages over the other two concepts. Botb the carbon-carbon and 
columbiua noni,,: have a lover cooling requ1r~nt ove~ t~e dump::~oled 
design. Tbey also share a critical need for-protection against oxidation. 
Recent experience witb deterioration of the diailicide coating on the Space 
Shuttle JlCS has shown that the colUllbiua desip is-thermal cycle Uaited. 
Tbe Ufe potential of the carbon-carbon nozzle ia not well def ined. yet it 
remains attractive due to its ve1&bt and C{tst advantages. 
Schedule and Cost Estt.ated on Follov-on 7aaks 
-
-
Based on the technical discussion described previously. the schedule and cost 
estimate of tbree follov-on tasks - (1) the lov-pressure propellant ducting. 
(2) the KFV. and (3) the nozzle extension - are provided in Fig. 35 
tbrough 31. 
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Low-Pressure Propellant Ducts 
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In this follow-on effort. the various design concepts of the propellant ducts 
described in the previous section will be designed in detail and analyzed for 
structural integrity; this includes a composite materials bellows joint. dueting. 
and flange. A subscaie. low-pressure propellant duct (3-inch diaaeter) would 
be designed with the final configuration including a curved section cf the duct-
ing. a bellows joint. and a flange. 
The identified technology needs would be developed. including (1) the physical 
and mechanical properties of the c~osite materials. and the establishment of 
the design allowables for the cryogenic application. (2) superplastic forming 
of SiC/AI bellows. (3) diffusion bonding of different pairs of materials. 
(4) brazing of different-pairs of materials, (5) nondestructive inspection of 
different joining methods, and (6) investigation of polymer matrix composite 
manufacturing automation potential. The technology development will be in con-
junction with on-going industry activity to .fnt.ize cost. Upon completion of 
this effort, approval for the final dueting design would be obtained from 
NASA-HSFC. 
The finol assembly resulting fra. this effort is a subscale version of a 
low-pressure propellant duct. To evaluate this assembly test, s~~cifications 
would be generated so that all design requirements are aet and testing will be 
carri~d out by the t~st facility presently perforatng the qualification tests 
of pr~pell3Ut ducts. 
Main Yuel Valve 
In this follow-on effort, a full-scale ~ hoUSing, _ sbaf_t, couplings, and end 
caps would be designed aDd fabricated using a SiC/AI cOIaposite JUterial. Spec-
if ic cOIIIposite aaterials would be selected first, based on the Lriteria of 
material reproducibility. weight reduction potential, and wider applicability. 
The materials properties of interest, in response to theraal aechaaical proces-
sing, would be investigated. 
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In view of the high cost of the SiC-reinforced alUlllinua alloy. machining of 
the components would be minimized. net shape forgings. however. could be very 
costly, particularly when small quantitie~ a~e involv~. A trade-off analysis 
would be performed to minimize fabrication cost. A fabrication procedure 
would be provided to optimize the materials properties and fabrication eost. 
The final assembly would result in a complete HFV, which could be integrated 
into noncomposite parts and be available for testing. 
The testing specifications would be provided to ensure that all design 
requirements are .met, and testing would be performed to demOnstrate the feas": 
ibility of this HFV. 
Nozzle Extensions 
A test program is needed to evaluate the potential of carbon-carbon composites 
for liquid rocket engine nozzle application. Specifically, this program will 
address the two technology issues concerning carbon-carbon nozzles: protective 
coatings and thin wall fabrication. Long-tena variations are needed for pro-
tected carbon-carbon. .~thods of surface coating, surface conversion, or infil-
tration must also be investigated for the pref~rred Si~ c~ating. _~ven th~ugh 
Rocketdyne has built thin wall carbon-carbon liners. there is limited carbon-
carbon thin wall fabrication experience. Durability, handling methods, and 
fabrication need to be demonstrated. 
This follow-on program will conduct a reduce~-scale nozzle design and test which 
simulates orbit-to-orbit nozzle desi~ and enviroa.ental probl~. Candidate 
carbon-carbon/coat1ng systeas will first be identified and evaluated. Design and 
procurement of the most proaising eoncepts will follow. A bot-fire evaluation 
tesc will then be conducted using the existing high-altitude facility at the 
North American Aircraft Operations plant in Los Angeles • 
• 
The carbon-carbon/coating systea candidates will be identified by conducting a 
survey of available data and suppliers. The candidates will be evaluated based 
on their suitability for orbit-to-orbit rocket engines using LOX/LH2 propellants 
operating at a mixture ratio of 6:1 and a chaaber pressure of 1500 psia. The 
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assumed carbon-carbon nozzle will extend froa an expansion ratio of 225:1 to 
the exit at 625:1. 
The most promising candidate will be selected for fabrication of the two test 
nozzles. The evaulation may indicate that a second candidate is also attrac-
tive because of some advantage over the leading choice. For exaaple. the 
second candiaate may have si~lificantly lower cost yet a higher erosion rate. 
In this event. two additional test nozzles will be constructed. using the sec-
ond material Bystea. Two unprotected carbon-carbon nozzles will be fabricated 
to provide a control as to the effectiveness of the coatings tested. 
The test nozzles will be designed for integration with a thruster which has 
been previously tested at the same high-altitude facility to be used for this 
program. This thruster uses LOX/LB2 propellants at-a-.u.xture-ratioof 6:1. 
Figure 38 illustrates how the nozzle gas properties of a low chamber pressure 
thruster duplicate those of the high cbaaber pressure baseline orbit-to-orblt 
engine. Existing injectors will be uaed. but new ca.bustors will be constructed 
to permit replaceaent of the test nozzles. 
The number of potential suppliers will be .ax1aized 80 that the test nozzles may 
be competitively procured. The selection criteria viII include supplier history. 
likelihood of success. cost. and schedule. 
The existing high-altitude test facility is .are than adequate for this prograa. 
The test rig is intact. with only facility and instru.ent.tion checkout required. 
The propellant capacities provide long total duration, up to 15 ainutes. at a 
aixture ratio of 6. Each nozzle viII be tested for a nu.ber of burns to cor-
respond to the total burn tiM per a1seion. This will provide a typical single 
abdon exposure for an orbit-to-orbit liquid _rocket engine. 
A prograa schedule is shown in Fig. 37. Direct benefits derived frca this 
prograa include the following data conceminl carbon-carbon nozzles: 
• Thin-wall fabrication 
• Tbin-wall protection 
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• Sensitivity to thermal cycling 
• Erosion rate during hot fire 
• Handling problems 
This follow-on program will.provide a low-cost aeans of providing this much 
needed data, which shoul~ s1gnificantly aid in the development of carbon-carbon 
high expansion ratio nozzles. In addition, the test facilities, test nozzle 
design, and test program permit program expansion or follow-oDs to test other 
radiation-cooled nozzle materials. 
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PREDICTION OF C0fP05ITE PRlIJECTlONS- -
Prediction of composites properties can be (1) by the interpolation of existing 
data, and (2) by the continoua mechanics approach. The latter consists of 
solving a boundary value problem for a circular cylindrical shell. The stress 
field for a solid cyl!nder is for the fiber. while that for a hollow cylinder 
is for the Id~I1zed lIlOdel of I18tr~. 
MATR X tIlOEl 
Lr I 
FIBERKlOEL 
The well known equation (Ref. A-I) is 
d
4
• + 2d3• 
dr4 _ d 3 r r_ 
2 
.!!...t.... + Idt _ 0 
2 2 3 
r dr - - r- dr -------
The stress functlon, • is. 
t- • lLnr + Br~r + Cr + D 
where 
ar 
-
13. 
rar 
ar 
-
32• 
car2 
For the cOliposite properties along the fiber. an axial force is applied to 
generate DXX. With appropriate generalized Rooke's lav~ £r £0 and ~x ca~ be 
obtained. With the associated boundary coaditions including the interface of 
fiber in matrix. the teras of stress and strain can be evaluated. In a conser-
vative system, the strain energy of the ca.posite is tbe sua of the strain energy 
Ref. A-I Elasticity, HcGraw-Bill. 1951. P. 58. J.N. Goodier and S. TiIIlosbenko 
A-l 
-~--.. 
-- .... -"-
. 
i 
'-
of fiber and aatrix. The result leads the ca.posite property as a function for 
both fiber and aatrix properties and the volu.etric ratio of fiber in the COD-
posite or Ec-f(Ef , E., vf • v.> volume ratio of fiber. For other cases,-the load 
is applied accordingly similar to the derived results in an experiment • 
A-2 
t.. 
l. 
/ 
• 
-.~ 
APPERDlX 8 
KETHODOLOCY 
The components investigated in this study are treated as shells and plates of 
(Ref. 8-1) gross isotropic and local artsotropic, and (Ref. B-2) gross aniso-
tropic and local laotropic. Standard equUibdua equat:loas are used in the 
analysis but the governing equations in tet'llS of disp1ace.eot function .. are 
different because of the variation in-the generalized Bonte's Law. Fcrther.ore. 
the lor.l strain inca.patibility between the .. trix and its associated rein-
force.eot leads to either debooding of reinforcelleDt and/or interlaaioar dla-
"location of plies. The noo-uoifora boundary stress also _oXltributes to the 
stress concentration near the interface. The intensity factor can be located 
- - - -- - - --- - - ----
within or beyond the boundary, depending upon the relative strain rate hardening 
of ca.posites (Ref. B-1). the components of SiC/Ai (silicoo carbide particulate 
or whisker in aluainua .strb), such as the .. in fuel valve, gilIbal bearing, and 
PUlllp housing, are considered gross isotropic, ancl applicable equations are 
discussed belovo 
PlWWlY STRESSES 
The circuaferential" stress in a thick circular cylinder under internal pressure 
can be calculated by (Ref. B-2) 
where p • Internal Pressure 
b,a • External and Internal Radii 
as • Hoop (circu.ierential) stress 
&-1 
(A-l) 
----
--------- -- - - --------------
Because of end coaatraints, an axial stress 18 to be considered in addition 
to the thrust. or 
• p 
Z 
a 
b2_aZ ' 
F 
• A 
where Oxl • Axial Stress by Pressure 
«lx2 - Axial Stress by Thrust 
F • Thrust 
A - CyUncler Cross-Sectional Area 
Br-P Represents the radial stress as expected. 
It is to be noted that the triaxial stresses can be represented by an effective 
- - - - -
stress, an invariantive para.eter of the state of s!ress, or (Ref. B-3) 
Prt.ar.' Stress. Circular Plate 
For a plate with simply supported edge subject to a unifor.!y distributed 
pressure. the aaxiaua bending .a.ent 18 (Ref. 8-4) 
.fi+v Z 2 H - ~ p(b - a ) 
SECONDARY STRESSES 
The thermal stresses in a circular cyl1ncler subject to radial gradient are 
given by (Ref. B-2) 
( 
2 2 Ib BE 1 r-a 
a - -- -- --- Trdr -
r I-v 2 b2 Z r -a 
a 
B-Z 
(A-Z) 
(A-3) 
(A-4) 
i 
.... 
-....... ---.-.~----.---------. ---.-.--
---
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b r I Trdr + I.rdr -TT2) (A-5) 
ax - (~. _2 ITrdr - T) 
i-v b2 2 
(A-6) 
-a 
- where a - -Coefficient of Expansion 
E - Elasticity Modulus 
r - Space Variable in the Radial Direction 
T - Temperature Function 
v - Poisson's Ratio 
When the thermal gradient is along the longitudinal axis of the cylinder. while 
the temperature is constant through the thickness of the wall. the governing 
equation is (Ref. B-3) 
4 
rB W -
Eba F(x) 
- Da (A-7) -
which would be identical to an equilibriua equation for a cylinder subject to 
Eba 
an internal pressure. if -- F(x) is equated to p. 
a 
F(x) in this case is the ther.al gradient in the axial (x) direction. 
Consequently. in a liner elastic range. the shell solutions are applicable 
such as 
-(A-a) 
B-3 
--
- --- ---------------
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eeo.etrical discontinuity leads to the effect of compatibility forces. ~~ and 
Qo. to satisfy the continuity of sections. The IIOIIIent is given by (Ref. B-3) 
K - K .(Sx) _ Q P(8x) 
x 0 0 8 
It -- - -2 2. 2 
where 8 • 3(1-v )/a~ 
t(Sx) _. e-Sx(cos8x + s1n8x) 
P(8x) - e -Sxs1n8x 
2 
• p/28 • Qo • -pIs 
(A-9) 
As stated previously. the same .etbodology is also suitable for thermal loads. 
SDAIN 
WbeD the thermal gradient is relatively steep, the resulting theraoelastic stress-
is ext»ected to be beyond the range of the linear elasticity. Consequently. 
tbet'llO-plasticlty is to be coasidered. By uking use of Hooke's law. the total 
strain in each axis can be estt.&ted. 
For example in the circuaferential direction (Ref. B-2) 
Siailarly, cr. and Cz caa. be written. Where & - strain. total • 
• 
They can be conveniently deftDed as effective strain (Ref. B-4) 
(A-lO) 
(A-ll) 
c· 
-------------------------------------
-" 
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&EFF is kept within the yield strain. Equatioaa A-2 and A-ll are esaaples for 
principal stresses aDd strains on!y. Ref. B-4 provides .are details for cases 
other than the-principal forces and displacelieDU. The true nress is then read 
off stress-strain curves. 
SPECIAL TOPICS 
Stability solutions are DO~ to be repeated here as they are available 10 
-literature -in llef.- B-S through 8-9 dealing with both-static and dynamic condi-
tioDs tor either circular cylinder or CODes subject to various extemal loads. 
GROSS ANISOTROPIC CASE 
ODe of the 1I3Dy approaches in the derivatioD of a a,tem-of equations of motiOD--
or of equllibriua is to consider the NevtOllian fomulatioD. With the aid of 
virtual work, a set of goftming equations caD be obtained :lJl accordance with 
D'Alembert's principle. The resulting equatiooa are giveD below {nef. B-lO}. 
8y sUlIIIling up the forces in the y-directiOD on the deformed shell, the first 
equatioD of .atiOD is 
3N. 
+ 3Rx. 32v 
a3. ax • Pb- - Py 3t2 
SiIIlUarly, in the x-directiOD. 
3Nx 
+ 
3Bx+ 
• 
Ph a2u Px ax &aT" -at2 
in the z-directiOD 
B-S 
----
----
.' 
When sw.ing up ~ts in the y-directioa 
in the x-direction. 
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a Radius 
E MOdulus of elasticity 
G Shear modulus 
h Shell thickness 
I Hass IDOment "If inertia 
i Index 
L Length 
K Moment 
• Mass. nUlllber of vaves 
N Force. a large integer 
n NUliber of waves 
P Pressure 
Q Transverse &bear 
R Radius 
t Time 
u.v.v D1splace.ent in x.y.z direction respectively 
X Force 
x.y.z Systea of coordinates 
a a .. /2 
S n .. /a 
u POisSOD'S ratio 
p Hass density 
• Angle 
e.. Iotation in x-z and y-z pl3ne. respectively 
Differentiation vith respect to tiM 
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Ref. 8-11 gives_ the applicable. generated Booke's Law. as follows: _ 
u U 
£ a 67 L_....!I._~ 
x x E E E 
x Y Z I 
u 1 u 
£ a 67 
_~ __ ...E. 
y Y E E E x y- Z 
U u 1 
£ a 6T .Eo _ 22._ 
Z Z E E E 
-
+ x y Z 
Yxy 0 0 0 0 
Yyz 0 0 0 0 
Yxz 0 0 0 0 
where 
£ i - longitud:lDal strain 
Y i-shear strain 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
_1_0 
C 0 
xy 
0_1_0 
Cyz 
0 0_1_ 
Cxz 
a i - coefficient of tber.al. expansion 
E - tensile DOdulus i 
C ij - shear 80dulus 
uij - Posson ratio 
a i - normal stre.s 
't 1j - shear stress 
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In a macro-aicr01llecbanics analysis. the force d1splace.ent relations remain 
to~ be the result of co_ining the strain-d1splac:elll!llt. and the stress-strain 
relations. Then. the governing equations in a selected displacelll!llt 
function with orthotropic material properties can be analyzed in a siaUar 
fasbion. as those in the gross isotropic case. Reference B-12 and B-13 
illustrate the analysis of -ut1ple layer designs. Reference 8-14 further out-
lines the engineering approach for the design of co!llposites. 
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APPE1IDIX C 
COMBUSTION CHAMBER STRUCTURAL JACUT STUDY 
A combustion cballlber structural jacket was selected as the subject for a design 
and fabricatioo demoostratioo program under Iocketdyoe II&D funding. after due 
coosideratioo of the state-of-art with respect to available materials and fabri-
cation techniques of composites. This study investigated the potential weight 
savings thac could be achieVed aD a 40~ LoX/H2 regeneratively cooled thrust 
chaaber with the use of composite aaterials. Preliminary emphasis was directed 
toward this hardware because it would provide a direct comparison between exist-
ing metallic parts and a ca.posite substitute. Using a copper alloy liner fab-
ricated from a previous design. • graphite/epoxy structural jacket was designed _ 
and fabricated as illustrated io Fig. C-l and C-2. The resultant hardware has 
be eo successfully proof-tested and is DOW available for hot-firing demoostratioos. 
Baviog completed this study. the fabrication processes and aaoufacturiog exper-
ience is oow readily available. This de.oD8trat~ i8provemeot is applicable to 
present state-of-the-art thrust chaabers. 
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"EVALUATION OF KETAL MAnIX CoMPosITE (HHC) HATElUALS 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
In general, a comprehensive set of property data for a aaterial is generated only 
after there is a widespread application of it. HHC aaterials, except BIAl, are 
new-and, therefore, their property data are fairly liaited. However, there has 
seen a certain 311Dunt of fundamental work carried out in the last two decades· 
regarding strengthening lIIechanis1ls and interfacing reactions, such that the 
general behavior of some ~ material systems can be characterized. Such infor-
mation is very useful for materials selection and properties prediction. In this 
section. we will discuss four aluminua matrix HHC materials; SiC particulate. -
SiC whisker. SiC continuous fiber, and boron fiber reinforcement. 
Most of the physical properties of coaposites such as the thermal expansion 
coefficient, density. thermal conductivity, and .adulus of elasticiry follow the 
rule of mixtures when the reinforcaaent is discontinuous fiber reinforced HHC 
material also follows the rules of mixtures. Property values for transverse or 
cross-ply are difficult to predict and require individual measure.ent. The 
wide range of physi~sl properties obtainable through proper selection of the 
volume fraction provides a great deal of freedoa for the designer. For example, 
the high thermal expansion coefficient of an alUIIIiDua alloy could be reduced by 
a SiC or graphite second phase. This would IIlint.ize aacroscopic expansion of 
the body. although microscopic strains within the body would increase. 
The impact of reinforcelleDt on a .. terial' s .echanical properties results in an 
increase in specific strenath and .adulus, as sbovn in Fig. B-1. In this figure, 
the longitudinal properties of cOlapOsite materials are listed and high values 
of UtS/p and E/p are obaerved. Discontinuous SiC reinforced aluain .. has iso-
tropic characteristics with high specific values of E/p but only a 80derate 
increase in UtS/P. 
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Mechanical proper~ies data of a representative B/ AI contiouous cOIIpOsite 
( are sbowo 10 Table D-l. The fiber voluae frac~ioo is 46%. which for practical 
purposes. is also a realistically obtaioable voluae fraction. It cao be seen 
tha~ the .echaoical proper~ie~ are greatly ioflueoced by the fiber orieota~ion. 
10 c.-parisoo to poly..er aatrix cOllpOsite aaterials. the aatrix streog~h of 
B/ AI is laUCh higher and it is advaotageoua io appl1catioDS where aatrix streugtL 
is required ~~ transfer loads. A typ~l _exaJl~_le is the Space Shu~tle Orbiter 
aid-fuselage tubular truss .ellbers. where B/Al cOIapOsite can transfer the loads 
to tbe clevis IIOre effectively than the polYller aatrix coaaposite. 
10 Fig. D-2 the Mchaoical properties of a SiC vhisker-reioforced 2024 t.luaiolD 
alley are shovo. It can be seen that while it is desirable to iDcrease the 
strength and aodulus of tbe c~.ite aaterials by 1ocreasiog the voluae fractioo 
of the SiC vh1sker. the ductility of the ca.posite aaterials is reduced. With 
the current state-of-the-art teclmology, it seeDS that liJa1~iog the whisker 
voluae fractioo to a 20% level would result io an optiJlwa cOlibioatioo of aech-
aoical properties. Because preparatioo of the whisker-reioforced aluaioua 
requires further hot vorldog to hoIIogeoize the aicrostructure. the whiskers in 
the fioal product tend to orieo~ toward the hot worir..in~ directioo aud also 
degrade io fiber aspect ratio. as shown io Fig. D-3. The property value sbowo 
io Fig. D-3 represeots ooly the whisker orieotatioo direc~ioo properties. and 
it is reported that "the transverse properties are either coeparable or ooly 
slightly higber than those of the aatrix &aterial. 
10 Fig. D-4 the stress straio curve of ~ SiC particulate-reioforced alua10um 
allOfs is sbovo. The CT90 is a oev _terial, utiliz10g Alco~'"s oev P/K 
IlSIl X1090 alloys as the utrix &aterial. This high streogth &aterial bas pushed 
the discootiouous JItC OtS/p ratio oearly to the 1000 scale. 
Properties of a 48 V/O SiC cootiouous fiber-reinforced allDinua composite are 
shovo in Table D-2. With proper coatiop 00 the SiC fibers. their !:igh t" __ per-
ature stability is auc:h better than that of boron fibers, as sbowo io Fig. D-5. 
10 general. the KHC uterials exhibit excelleot ca.pressive streogth; for 
exaaple. the BIAI and the SiC whisker aluainua alloy all booked a compreheosive 
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strength of 600 KBi. HHC bearing strength is expected to be very high, and 
this unique property should be utilized as much as possible. Another advantage 
of HHC materials is their higb-cy~le fatigue resistance, as shown in Fig. 0-6. 
Fabricability of HHC Materials 
Diffusion Bonding. Procedures have been well established to produce B/AI panels 
by diffusion-bonding processes; aluminum sheet and arrayed boron fiber are 
stacked up and hot pressed to consolidate in a vacuum. 
Hot Creep Forming. Final shape of a flat sbeet could be formed in a specially 
designed die by a slow, hot, low-pressure press. There is data on the creep 
forming of continuous fiber aluminum matrix composites into stiffener shapes, 
such as Z·s. Creep forming of tubing or flanges have, as yet, not been 
deDlOnstrated. 
Liquid Metal lnfiltration. This is the technique limited primarily to the 
continuous fiber/matrix system where the fiber's strength does not degrade. 
This includes the SiC fiber and A1203 FP fiber reinforced aluminum alloys. 
This process ~nvolves vacuum or positive pressure casting. Fabricated fiber 
preforms are inserte~ in the 1IlO1d and 1IlO1ten aluminum is introduced for infil-
tration into the fiber preform to form the cOlllposite shape. The major problem 
encountered in this technique is the wetability and the retention of fiber 
spacing. The fiber wetting oroble. has been solved by modifying the surface of 
the SiC fiber to include a higher content of silicon. The concern for retention 
cf fiber spacing and placement during infiltration of the metal can be approached 
by a hybridization of SiC fiber with otber fibers interwoven to form a fabric. 
Vacuum Bot Pressing. A VacUUIl bot pressing process is used to manufacture 
silicon carbide whisker/particulate reinforced aluainUll composite materials. 
first step of this process is to verify the quality of the aluminUll powder and 
ceramic reinforcesaent to be used in the process. The next step is to mix the 
aluminum powder and reinforcement into a tu.ogencus mixture, which is tben 
heated, evacuated, and pressed in a hydraulic press such tbat liquid base 
compaction and consolidation takes place. 
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Extrusion and Forging. 
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Extrusions are applicable to either particulate or whisker-reinforced ca.pDsites. 
- --
- For liquid !'OCket engiDe ccmponent applications. where thick gage sections are 
involved. extruded !II: I18teriala are available. In discontinuous !ftC uterials. 
hot extrusion is a step that promotes better homogenized microstructure and con-
sequently ~roves aechanical properties. Forgings produced frexa whisker or 
particulate !II: materials require establishing new forging para.eters in order 
to obtain optt.. flow characteristics. Again. hot forging is a step to improve 
mechanical properties of hot pressed vhisker or part1culate -composite materials. 
Secondary Fabrication. Saving. routing. drilling. reaming. and EDK have been 
investigated by Koc~ll's B-1 divisioa. and satisfactory operation can be 
achieved with sexae aodification of procedures. 
Joining. 
Joining of the IItC uterials is probably the 80st challenging aspect in the 
consideratian of its application to liquid rocket engine ccaponents. The most 
cOl'JlllOn engineering joint is the fusion veld joint. Tvo potential technOlogy 
problems are associated with fusion welding of MIl: materials: the sluggishness 
of the base _tedala. and the streagth difference between veldaent and base 
materials. Tbere fa an additional prOblea associated vith discontinuous SiC 
reinforcemeDt. During the powder aixing process. the abllinUIII would capture a 
certain amount of .,isture. and upon beating. hydrogen gas evolves which causes 
blistering tJlN! defects in the base aatedals. It is reported that elevated 
temperature aut-gasiD& could be perfo~ to eltaiaate this proble.. One indus-
trial supplier. boveftr. iDdicated that they did DOt have this proble.. and 
they indicated that they are developing a prt'prletary filler aatertsl to elta-
inate the strength differeace proble.. 
Other welding techniques which have beea de80DStrated successfully include 
inertia welding and diffusion velding. The d1ffusioa velding was d~trated 
in a B/ Al to Ti-6V-4Al tapered lap joint used in the Space Shuttle aid-fuselage 
truss tubular members. The diffusion bonding of MIl: materials to Ti alloys is 
~IO 
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coasidered proa1aing because of the T1 alloys. Diffusion bondiog of HHC 
G .. terials to dissilll1lar _tab could be used as a transition piece for fusion. 
_D. or l~ser welding~ Diffusion boading of aI_Una to aluaio\D is geoerally 
coasidered very difficult because of surface oside fo~tion. Currently Rockwell 
is working OD a progra. to ~trate the feasibility of vacuum diffusion of 
alua1nUla alloys. Other types of bonding _tbods. such aa brazing and adhesive 
boadlog. are available for joints where high bood strength is DOt required. 
, 
f 
JoiDts. The poor weldabillty of hish strength aluaioua It.its the joioiog 
capability. Therefore. utal aatrix co.posltu suffer froa haviog the streogth 
of joints lilll1ted to that of the aatrlx .. terial. which Is considerably less thao 
that of the reinforciDS fiben. This problea requires an mcreased area of 
brazing contact or beefed up veld to ensure adequate fiber load transfer. Trao-
sitlooal utbods illustrated III Fil. 0-7 and 0-8 .. y provide sOlIe remedy to 
this difficulty. 
Hybrid. Hybrid cOlipositea cabine co-posite uteriaIs with titaniUII. oickel. 
or alUlllioua foil. aDd aay be used for ducting. struts. and si2ilar Jlellbers. This 
pe~its tailoriag the co.poslte structure to .eet specific strength aad the~l 
requiremeats aod ~t _terial wbere oot required for added weight saving. 
typical exaaples of hybrid cODStruction are illustrated in Fig. 0-9 through 0-11. 
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